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China talks continue
PEKING (API- President Gerald
Ford's China trip will noi produce a
joint statement like the Shanghai
communique of the Nixon visit, the
President's chief spokesman said
yesterday. He added that a document
is not necessary to "successfully
accomplish
the purpose of the
meeting."
"The atmosphere of the meeting has
been very good," Ron Ncssen said.
However,
there
has
been
no
announcement
of
any
specific
. agreement Of proposal discussed.
His
announcement
focused
attention on what the President and
Acting Premier Teng Hsiao-ping would
. say today at a final state banquet
hosted by the Americans. Their toasts
. are expected to serve as substitutes for
a conference-ending statement.

(

t

AFTER President Richard Nixon's
history-making visit to China in
February 1972. he and Premier Chou
En-lai signed a joint communique in
Shanghai pledging to fatter contacts
and trade between their naiions.
Nessen pictured the Ford trip as
having the limited objective of
allowing the President and the Chinese
to "review their perceptions of the

world."

That those perception; sometimes
conflict was made evident at the
opening state banquet Monday when
Teng, the 71-year-old vice premier
who is standing in for the ailing Chou.
warned in a toast about what he saw as
the dangers of U.S.-Soviet detente.
FORD and Teng scheduled a final
conference session for this morning
and will see each other again at the
final banquet
The President, his wife Betty and
daughter Susan are to leave Peking
early tomorrow morning. They will fly
to Jakarta, Indonesia for an overnight
stay
before going . on
to the
Philippines.
During most of yesterday while
Foid held private meetings and Mid
little in public, the First Lady
dominated the limelight, giving her
impressions and at one point even
kicking off her shoes to join Chinese
students in a dance.
After touring the Palace Museum in
the Foibidden City, Mrs. Ford
discussed
Tuesday's
meeting of
Chairman Mao Tsclung and member!
ol the 1'iesideni's party
ASKED WHAT impressed het moil
about Mao, site said' "Mis slicngtd and

his health . . Jie seemed very well and
he looked very well."
Films of the meeting indicated Mao
was happy to see Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger It was the third time
Mao and Kissinger met. and the old
chairman demonstratively pumped the
secretary's hand far longer than the
President's.
Apparently feeling more vigorous
than her daughter. Mrs. Ford-who
studied under Martha (iraham and
danced professionally for one or two
years-went to a Peking dance school
and, throwing off her shoes, joined a
group of rehearsing students.
AFTER the dance, the Chinese
hostess at the Central May 7th College
of Art told Mrs. Ford: "You had some
basic training. It's very quick for you
10 learn."
In the evening. Mis. Fold joined the
President and SO American and
Chinese official! at the Great Hall for a
banquet at which Teng was host.
After dinner, the Fords were taken
to the large Peking gymnasium for an
exhibition of table tennis, gymnastics
and martial aits. It was at that
IS.OOO-seat gym that the U.S. table
tennis team made us fust appearance
in ll»7l to herald the start of
U.S.-Chinese relations.

Playing the sensitive role of the American diplomat, President Gerald Ford has
spent most of his time in China conversing with numerous world leaders. Here he
chats with Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping. (AP Wirephoto)

Chemistry prof files claim
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
A lawsuit tiled in U.S. District
Court by associate professor of
chemistry Dr. Arthur Brecher claims
he illegally was denied a promotion to
full professor in 1973 and again in

1974.
The complaint, tiled Nov. 25. names
as defendants the Boaid of Trustees.
University President Holds Moore Ji .
Provost Kenneth Rothe and Dr. John
liiksen, dean of the College of Arts
andSctencM
"THE THRUST of the complaint is
that he (Dr. Brechei) was improperly
denied promotion in 1973," Lcs
Scchgson, Dr. Breeder's attorney,
explained.
"The (promotion) denial at that
time
was
allegedly
based
on
anonymous and slandeious statements
by colleagues and improperly chosen
student evaluations." he continued.
Dr. Brecher is asking lor a total of
$105,000 in damages. 55,000 for lost
wages and benefits. $50,000 in
consequential
damages
such
as
embarassment and emotional stress
and $25,000 in punitive damages.
Dr. Brecher declined extensive
comment on the suit. "I've exhausted
all avenues through the University and
we've therefore gone to the U.S.
District Court." he said yesterday.

Ice at the water treatment plant creates crystal-like cascades and
dripping fangs, a slight reminder of ensuing cold weather.
(Newsphoto by James Pierre)

THE COMPLAINT states that
Dr.Brecher
was
denied
full
professorship
by
the
chemistry
department in 1973 because of
anonymous statements and improperly
selected student evaluations.

Di Brechei attempted to appeal the
decision through University channels,
aecoiding to (lie suit.
It continues that in 1974 the
chemistry department recommended
Dr. Bredier'a promotion, hut it was
denied by Dr. Brikton because the
grievance about the earlier denial still
was pending with the University.
A healing on Di. Breeder's original
grievance was held July 25 before the
Uimcisiiy's Committee on Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation.
Results
of
the
dealing
are
confidential.
hut
Dr.
Bracket
apparently was dissatisfied and filed
the lawsuit in the US District court
last month.
UNIVERSITY spokesmen declined
comment yesterday on the suit. Dr.
Sheldon Halpern. vice piovost for
faculty affairs, said he wanted to be
"very
cautious about
personnel
records."
Dr. Erikscn, one of the detendants.
said he believed it would be
"unprofessional and unethical to
discuss in public or in the press Dr.
Breeder's
qualifications
or
the
qualifications of any other faculty
member."
The state attorney general's office
will appoint an attorney to act on
behalf of the defendants in the suit,
according to Dr. Halpern. The
University then can respond formally
to the complaint.
The suit now is awaiting a
declaratory judgment in the district
court in Toledo. But that decision may
be two years away because of a
backlog of cases, according to
Margaret Lewis, deputy clerk of court.

SEELIGSON.
Dr.
Brechei \
attorney, said the suit basically
involves a claim that Ins client was
deprived of dis civil lights and fan
consideration for promotion.
"It's a rather interesting case." lie
added "The real thrust of the ease will
be whether oi not it is proper foi a

court to review the way a university
control!
internally Us
personnel
piomolions."
Dr. Brechre'l status as a faculty
member is uncdanged while tdc suit is
pending, aecoiding to Seeligson. He
was lured as an associate professor in
1969 and »as granted tenure in 1972.

Academic standards
discussed by council
By Pat Thomas
Staff Reporter
Academic Council discussed tdc
pioposed film studies program,
academic unit sell-evaluations and
academic standards in its final
meeting of the quarter yesterday.
Action on the film studies
program was postponed by council
pending
further
information
regarding film equipment purchases
and coordination Specific funding
and costs information, as well as
input from the Instructional Media
Center, will be considered belore
council votes on the proposal.
Dr. Ricdard lloare, professor of
chemistry and geology, reported on
the progress of the Committee on
Program Evaluation (COPK). An ad
hoc
committee
of Academic
Council, COPE was established to
oversee
academic
program
evaluation,
said
Dr.
Hoare.
chairman of COPE.
Dr. Hoare presented an outline
for the preparation of academic
unit self evaluation reports. The
outline was made available to
academic units in order that

evaluations of programs, personnel,
graduate placement, research and
service could be made. Evaluations
of seveial otder areas also are
included in the outline.
Dr. Hove said nine academic
units presently are involved in
completing self-evaluations based
on the COPli outline. The outline is
si ill sbuject to amendment, he
added.
A MEMORANDUM concerning
academic standards and quality was
the thud topic of discussion. The
memorandum,
circulated
by
Provost Kenneth Rothe. contained
several areas in which council's
policy
may
be
revised
or
formulated.
Dr. Rothe said he hoped that
council would reach resolutions on
some questions regarding academic
standards and quality.
Among the issues raised was the
rcinstilution of a University honors
program, the need for monitoring
student
communication,
iir.iihein.il r, and reasoning skills,
the adoption of a new grading
system and die function of student
evaluations.

Other university meal systems studied
Editor's note: The following is tin
'last of a three-part series on the
University Food Service.
By Margaret Bongey
Students who call the University's
dormitories "home" have something in
common with residents of any campus
%
in the country. The common bond is
the absence of "home" cooking.
Instead, all experience the pleasures
, and pitfalls of cafeteria dining.
Yet for each university, there is a
unique system of feeding the masses
' A look at the programs at five
in Ohio-Kent State,
( universities
' Wright State, Ohio University, Miami
and Ohio State-serve as a comparison
' to the University's meal coupon
system.
When the University's Food Service
began reviewing the possibility of a
food coupon system, it was much like
^the child who steps out of the lines in
a game of hopscotch.
,
IN 1970. programs straying from
t

the traditional boundaries of cat-all
meal plans were unheard of. How
could such a system work? Skeptics
from other universities around the
country scrutinized the values of this
new invention.
Since that time various adaptations
of the food coupon system have been
incorporated into the food services of
two colleges in Ohio. Kent State and
Wright State.
According to Bud Clark, director of
residentce hall food service at Kent
State. Kent has employed "s mirror of
Bowling Green's system." Before this
program, now in its second year, Kent
was operating on a meal ticket plan.
Like the University. Kent saw the need
to switch programs as a measure
against higher board rates.
Presently the biggest difference in
the two universities' programs is cost
to the student. While students here
pay $175 a quarter. Kent's board fee is
$160 a quarter, yet students receive
$176 worth of food coupons.
Kent's Food Service can offer this
10 per cent discount to students now

that the coupon system is more
applicable
to
commuters
and
off-campus students, Clark explained.
1
There is a greater cash fiow an" more
people split the cost of the overhead
This year Kent is serving about 3.80C
students.
IF
STUDENTS
have
unused
coupons at the end of a quarter, they
can be turned in for coupons good for
the next quarter. Kent students are
bound to a minimum yearly fee of
$480, while this university's yearly
rate is $525.
Kent students, like students here,
sell coupons to one another. Yet while
the average going rate here is about
$30 per book, Kent students usually
sell their books, worth $44. for $40 to
$42, Clark said. HE attributed these
selling prices to the 10 per cent
discount.
A campuswide hall government
sponsors a hotline for the buying and
selling of coupons. Clark estimated
that last year at this time, there was a
$40,000 surplus coupons for sale. This

year, at the time of the interview,
there were 40 prospective buyers and
no one selling.
Kent students also can use coupons
in campus snack bars. Kent operates
three of these units in addition to
three basic hall cafeterias.
Kent students share complaints
about prices and minimum purchase
levels.
"A
tremendous
amount
of
education of the client has to go on in
getting people to understand the cost
of labor and overhead," Clark said.
"I really believe that with the way
food costs and labor are going, more
and more universities will be switching
to this type of system. It is best for
the majority of students," Clark
added.
Director of Dining Services at
Wright
State
University
Robert
Bartuscti agree with Clark. "I think it
is a very good system. It gives students
freedom where and when to eat," he
said.
Wright State is largely a commuter

school and has only 300 dormitory
residents.
Under
the
previous
operation of a meal ticket plan, tfierc
were two separate cafeterias utilizing
the same kitchen, one for dorm
residents and one for cash paying
customers.

are content to operate under meal
ticket plans.
When Ohio University |OU) was
seeking an alternative meal system two
years ago. Robert Reed, director of
food service there, studied the
program here

It was decided to combine them
under a food coupon system used by
residents and commuters.
Students receive one book of
coupons per quarter, valued at $195.
Coupons are good quarter to quarter.
The yearly board fee is $585.

HE RETURNED to OU and
presented the system to the students.
Information letters were sent to all
students outlining Bowling Green's
program, including examples of prices
and selection. Meetings were held in
residence halls to discuss the plan
in-depth.
A student referendum was taken in
which students were given the
opportunity to vote whether they
would like to begin a food coupon
system such as the Bowling Green
model.

In addition to the University Center
Cafeteria, students may use coupons at
three other operations on campus: the
Rathskellar,
serving
pizza
and
sandwiches, the Crock Pot. a fast food
operation, and Allyn Hall, a study
lounge serving beverages and wrapped
foods.
Despite predictions that fooa
coupon systems are trendsetters of the
'70's, the majority of schools in Ohio

According to Reed, it was voted
down by 94 per cent of the students.
They did not like the cost and prices
of such a program, he said.
• To page five
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eprreRiaLS
seesaw of plans
Student Government Association (SGA) plans for campus
senatorial districting are on a perpetual seesaw, causing confusion for
students and SGA officers as well as anyone else who still remotely
might be interested in revamping current election procedures.
At first, we are told that proposals for senate districting have been
submitted and will be incorporated into the SGA constitution soon.
Then we find out that there is not enough time to draw up feasible
plans for senate districting that can be utilized during the upcoming
winter quarter elections and that all districting plans for this year
have been abandoned.
Now two different districting proposals have been presented to
SGA and the debate goes on with no concrete proposals adopted.
In fact, the SGA Elections and Opinions Board failed Tuesday
night to agree oii either new proposal or to decide whether senators
will be elected from districts this winter at all.
The problem seems to stem from lack of communication, absence
of motivation and procrastination on the part of both the SGA
officers and the Elections and Opinions,Board
Somehow as SGA waited for the Elections and Opinions Board to
draw up plans and the Elections and Opinions Board reported that
districting plans were impossible, other students conveniently formed
viable districting plans.
The rest of the student body watches powerlcssly while the fate of
this year's elections and next year's student government gets juggled
around.
Now here art two districting proposals before SGA. In fairness to
the entire student population both proposals must be evaluated. The
one that most adequately represents students, providing less greek
domination of SGA and preventing voting blocks, should be adopted
in time for the winter quarter elections.
SGA has to work toward solving the problems of student
representation on S3A and generate more interest and involvement
in SGA. Snuffing around important issues such as districting without
actingon them does -lot accomplish this goal.
In the interest of ill the sti dents some kind of districting proposal
must he enacted soon.

shake up the gum shoes
WASHINGTON -- The other day a
friend got a letter from Clarence
Kelley. the Director of the FBI. The
letter said compliance with the friend's
request for all material in the Bureau's
files relating to him would be
indefinitely delayed.
The Freedom of Information Act
requires Kelley to cough up the
requested information within
10
working days. It doesn't confer on him
the power to excuse himself from the
obligations of the law, least of all for
the reason Kelley gave, which is that
the Bureau is swamped with similar
requests from the Bureau's own
victims.
Still, transferring the FBI personnel
who are wasting their time and our
money conducting Walt Disney tours
of the Washington headquarters
building to Freedom of Information
work might indicate a good faith
attempt to comply with the law by
Director Kelley.
So now the question is. what's the
difference between a Kelley and a
Hoover?
ON THE JOB almost a year and a
half, Kelley has seen bales of evidence
suggesting that an unknown but not
insignificant
number
of
his
subordinates are dangerous criminals.
Prima facie cases have been made
out against FBI agents implicating
what we hope is only a smal
percentage of them in murder,
blackmail, bombing, you name it.
Again and again Kelley's spokesmen
before congressional committees have
had
to admit
their deputized,
ideological racketeers have violalcd the
rights, peace of mind, homes and
economic and social security of
thousands of people.
To this Kelley's reaction has been

Nicholas
von Hoffman

like Hoover's: Admit what you can't
deny, volunteer no information, do
not cooperate with legitimate law
enforcement effort! and protect
everybody below you in the outfit.
The Bureau's reputation and credit
has fallen so low it is being convicted
by cstablishmenlarian big shots of
conniving lo suppress evidence in
connection with the murder of an
American president.
AND FROM THE Great. Gray
Gumshoe, what is heard'' Recitations
of J. Edgar Hoover's old spec* lies
deploring crime and the decline ol
morals.
You
might
think
thai
an
organization
so
Impeached
and
impugned would issue some kind of
while paper selling forth its version ol
what went wrong, wlial has been done
lo prevent a repetition and who has

been punished. Naturally, nobody has
been punished.
Even local police departments,
which are supposed to be a lol dumber
than the Feds, go through the motions
of a shake-up when their boys gel
caught grafting. But Kelley's made it
clear he isn't going to do anything he's
not forced to do.
In the FBI and CIA both, the best
thing thai could happen would be a
few
showcase
punishments.
No
Indictments, no trials, no jails. With
bureaucrats it is sufficient lo lake way
their parking privileges and iheir
Health insurance.
In ihe case of multiple murderers.
dismissal and pension revocation might
be considered. That will create not
heroism in (he ranks of (he lime
servers, but inertial resistance to the
next illegal order from above.
IT MIGHT HELP if a person with a
different background from Kelley's
were appointed to the directorship.
Professional law enforcement officers
shouldn't run police agencies for the
same reason that generals shouldn't be
secretarial of defense. Cops'll always
protect their own. like lawyers,
bankers and journalists.
Clarence Kelley would make a great

newspaper editor. Surely he must have
had enough experience being abused,
hounded, misquoted and axed by our
species so that as an editor he'd not be
so likely to buy our self-serving
contentions that our libels and
character assassinations are necessary
for the proper conduct of public
affairs.
By Ihe same token a newspaper
editor should be less inclined to buy
the FBI mono that the best way to
enforce a law is to break it.
Now comes the nomination of
George Bush to head the CIA. He's
being opposed on the grounds that
he's not a professional 007 CIA-type
killer.
A
run-of-the-mill
Texas
millionaire, a politician showing wear
on his treads, a man too dull ever to
have been a fiash in the pan. Bush will
keep ihe CIA in bounds if the political
situation tells him to.
Even .if confirmed. Bush doesn't
offer much hope. Hell obey Ford, and
Ford has made il clear by his efforts to
protect the CIA killers that there is
only one head of state whose
assassination Ford would object to. if
ever so briefly.

*
'

.

Copyright. 1975. The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

reinstate 'fee freeze'
By John Murphy
Speaker. Student Senate
University of Toledo
Student Government

Guest Columnist
The
Student
Senile
of the
University
of
Toledo
Student
Government hit directed me to voice
our dismay ovei the Governor's veto,
this pjsl suinmei. of the so-called "tee
Freeze" on tuition and fees al Ohio's
public
poitiecondiry
educational
institutions.
and
the
General
Assembly's unwillingness IO override
die aforementioned tction by the

Governor.
Shortly slaled, we view die above
actioiHs) as nagic lor the sludenls of
Ohio
We hase llns belief on our
conviction lliat the primary objective
ih.ii the slate should address when
funding
public
posl secondary
education is full and equal access foi
all its citizens
Section 3345.06 of the Revised
Code has statutorily removed artificial
admissions
slandards
al
state
suppoited educational Institutions,but
we also feel there is need fot ,i strong
stale commitment to removing any
financial barriers which may. foi man)
sludenls. deny line access.
AS THE CITIZEN'S Task Force on
Highei Education staled. "Ohio tails
fai short of providing equal educational
access foi all after high school. Oui
slate lags almost 10 pei cent behind
the national average of high school
graduates
going
on
lo
higliei
education. Tins loss of participation
does not affect merely each citizen,
but even citizen Society is needlessly
deprived of improved knowledge
which could raise employment skills,
culluial allainnients and ihe basic

understanding of its citizens."
It is our further belief lhat
utilization
of
postsccondary
educational opportunities enhances
the capacity of individuals to judge,
choose, act and vote intelligently in
every aspect of citizenship affecting
then personal destinies and general
governance.
We must however, stress that these
educational opportunities of which we
speak are a direct function of
access-fot where access is inhibited,
then also are opportunities limited,
and
the
benefits
received are
correspondingly restricted.
We
wish
to
reaffirm
our
commitment
to
the
value
of
pos t secondary
educational
opportunities for the citizens of Ohio,
but we look with alarm to the growing
tendency of this state of transferring
additional costs to the student.
As the Citizen's Task Force on
Highei
Education
noted.
"The
interrelationship between the pricing
ol higher education and access is
evident through the research findings
of the National Commission on the
Funding of Postsecondary Education.
For every $100 increase in tuition. 1.2
per
cent
fewer
students from
middle-income families and 3.1 per
cent fewer students from low income
families will be enrolled. Tuition (and
general fees) no matter how modest.
represent a significant access barrier
lor many citizens."
WE FURTHER NOTE lhat Ohio is
already considered a high cost slate in
terms of fees assessed at state
supported postsecondary institutions,
and we look with alarm 10 the rumors
of imminent tuition and/or fee
increases at Ohio State University.
Ohio University. Bowling Green Stale
University and Miami University.

Although
we
enthusiastically
applaud the Ohio Instructional Grant
Program as being aimed, in concept, at
removing the financial harricis lo
access we noted above, we are
dismayed
to find the program
underfunded
for
the
1975.77
blennlum
by
approximately
$3,000,000
We strongly endorse and support
the recent General Assembly to give
immediate and lull attention to SB
305 upon its returning to session
Despite all this, though, we arc
continually distressed by what we
perceive to be conflicting policies and
actions: I.) the recognition by the
state of the desirability of providing its
citizens with low cos' accessibility to
postsecondary
educational
opportunities, and 2.) seemingly
successful lobby pressure from stale
college and university administrations
tor increased general and instructional
fees.
We wholly recognize that as a lobby
force we arc rather weak and
ill-organized to affectively deal with
the issues we herein address.
WE HAVE NOT (he funds nor the
legislative
access
lhat
our
administrators have. Bui we should
like to submit that as to this issue, no
single person or Institution is as
greatly, or ultimately, affected as the
student/citizen is.
In lighl of (his. we hope to appeal
(o our fellow Ohio citizens lo slate
their concern on this mailer by writing
their area legislators and supporting
IIB 1026 and I02S which are designed
to reinstate the "fee freeze" at Ohio
public
postsecondary
educational
institutions.

Thank you.

PE/WCRKHC FR5NT- RUNNERS

Lerrers
in memorium

lluougli
yoUl
media,
I
am
wondering it youi newspapei would
convey some few sentiments .'i some
old-timers of oui Universil) who have
been moved and saddened In the
recent departure of oui colleague and
former dean. Ilerschel I itliciland.
In oui judgment, he was one of
Bowling Green State University's most
illustrious
and
lovable
faculty
members and idminiitraton.
This request is predicated on the
assumption
that
oui
University
appreciate! and remembers those who
have labored for. and contributed to,
the good in oui University thai is
being enjoyed by others toda) and
thai it is still lining in oui society that
gratitude be expressed and noble
memories be preserved.
THOUGH ONE miglii contend that
Dean Lilheiland lias already been
immortalized by leaving much of
himself and Ins ideals permeating this
fine University, still i; is propei and
uplifting for all of us lo note him again
on the occasion of Ins passing.
Perhaps but a small numbei of
contemporary University faculty, itafl

and sludenls know who Dr. LilhcrlandW1S, Hut those few who do will surely
testify (hat he was a great and
significant human being and that, as
this University'! history ii evolved and
appraised, he will most assuredly be in
the forefront of It, In tins period when
we are deploring the paucity of human
being! who can be identified for
emulation and example, a Ilerschel
lilheiland shines through in higher
education to dispell our dispair.
He was truly a most significant
Bowling Green
Slate
University
educator and personality and this
I Diversity would be less than grateful
should II not affirm and proclaim il to
Others as he makes his earthly
departure. How good it was to have
known him and worked under him!

Samuel Cooper
Prolesoi Emeritus, in behalf of
the remaining faculty and stiff
of Ilerschel Lilherland's tenure
atBGSU. 1941-1963.

dead mouse
Two girls arrived back from
Thanksgiving vacation ready to return
lo the sch<x>l routine when they were

measuring energy and the good life
By William Peterman
Guest Columnist
The average per capita energy use in
the United Slates each year is equal lo
the burning of 0,500 kilograms or two
and one-sixth tons of coal. That's
more than twice the per capita use by
the avenge Englishman, five times the
use by ihe avenge Italian and almost
ten tunes that of (he avenge citizen in
Mexico.
Indeed we use so much eneigy lhat.
barring some miraculous and unlikely
breakthrough, it will be impossible for
the rest of the world ever to catch up
lo our rale. There aie nol enough
known energy reserves to allow all the
world's people lo use energy in the
quantities lhat we do.
We need energy lo maintain our
high standard of living, so the
argument goes. No doubl this is true if
one measures standard of living by the

Gross National Product (GNP), Ihe
amount of money collectively spent in
a year. But is ihe "good life" measured
by the GNP? Maybe so, maybe not.
In a recent study conducted at
Syracuse
University,
researchers
compared energy consumption to
what were called "life style indicators"
for 45 different countries. The "life
style indicators" included such items
as the numbei of calories in an average
diet, doctors per capita, books
published per capita and television sets
pei capita. Countries having high
values for indicators were assumed to
have a good or quality lifestyle.
THE RESULTS of this study are
interesting. A distinct "quality of life"
gap was evident between the so-called
developed
and
underdeveloped
countries which seemed directly
related to differences in per capita
energy consumption. However, when

Ihe developed countries were studied
separately, the results were surprising:
there did nol appear to be any
relationship between energy and
quality of life for these countries. That
is. there appears to be no real
difference in Ihe quality of life for
Japan and the United Kingdom though
the average Englishman uses twice as
much energy as does his Japanese
counterpart.
It can be concluded from this study
that it should be possible for
Americans, far and above the highest
eneigy
consumers,
lo
reduce
considerably their dependence on
energy without reducing their quality
of life. To be sure changes would have
to be made, but our level of culture,
quality
of
education.
general
well-being need not suffer.
This is wheic il all begins to hit
home. The message is simple. It should
be quite possible for us lo have a good

university and a good university
community with less dependence upon
energy.
Teaching, for example, is not energy
intensive, nor are many of the suci.il
and recreational activities associated
with a university.
Yet we all consume considerable
amounts of eneigy each day. We are
overheated, overcooled. overlighted
and over-plugged in. Is this necessary
or wise?
TAKE A FEW minutes and do the
following. Make a list of all the things
you normally do in a day thai require
energy.
For example, taking a shower
requires energy 10 heat the water, or
driving lo campus requires energy lo
fuel your car's engine. Then ask
yourself jusl how many of these
aclivnies
and
associated
things
(appliances) rcalK arc necessary. Arc

then alternatives that use either less
energy or no energy at all? Maybe by
simply moving your desk you will nol
need as much artificial light or perhaps
a good conversation with friends
would be belter than an hour in front

of the TV.
Witli
a
little
thought
the
opportunities for taking advantage of
less energy are innumerable.
We are all about to take some tune
off to relax and enjoy the holiday
season. But when we return in January
Ihe energy problem will still be with
us.
The new year can provide us with
ihe
chance
lo
explore
the
opportunities for reducing our energy
needs. It is quite possible that we
could discover thai less, truly is more
and I'm sure that BGSU would be the
belter for it.

'"*$

greeted by a foul-smelling room.
However, tonight's entertainment in
Batchelder Hall began with the
discovery of a dead mouse in one of
Iheir drawers. We realize lhat this is a
large school with 15.000 some odd
students, but lo house some of us in
unsanitary conditions is unreasonable.
It isn't exactly exciting to open
your drawei to put on your favorite
sweater and instead find that a family
of mice is already wearing it (out, thai
is).
Being a stale schorl we realize thai
$ 1.200 for room and board is not as
sleep as that in private schools, but
then
what
about
those
health
slandards supposedly kept up by the
slate of Ohio?
Over a month ago. we informed
higher authority of strange scratching
noises laic al night when the hall was
quiet. Our reply was thai it was merely
pipes rusting and cracking, but we find
that hard lo believe now. We would
like an answer that we can believe.
The 64 girls of
4th floor Batchelder
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India's problems 'must be overcome'
By Renee Munwski
Staff Reporter
"Irreducible iiiiniinum decencies of civili/ed living must
be met in oidct for India to solve its poveity problem," Dr.
Sripati Chandrasekhar said yesterday in a discussion
concerning India's planned economic development.
Dr. Chandrasekhar. former minister of health and family
planning in the cabinet of India's Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi said that problems concerning nutrition, education.

public health,, housing, recreation and leisure must be
overcome.
According to Dr Chandrasekhar. India's food problem is
due largely to the effects on agricultuie of droughts and
monsoons.
"IF WE didn't have this problem, we could export rice to
Arkansas and tell Uncle Ben to got lost," he said.
Dr. Chandrasekhar said that Indian society is
experiencing a "brain drain."

Mayors advised to contain,
not eliminate slum areas

Dr. Sripati Chandrasekhar. former Indian minister of
health and family planning under Indira Gandhi,
speaks to University students here. (Newsphoto by
Michael Passarello)

MIAMI
BEACH
(AP)--Housing
Secretary
Carla
Hills urged the
nation's mayors yesterday
to
consider
containing
rathei
than
eliminating
slums
so
they
can
concentrate their limited
funds on luring more
middle-income American!
back lo cities
In a speech to the
National League of Cities
convention, the Cabinet
official said thai the kinds
of people who pas more
in taxes than they consume
in city Mtvicei IN moving

back to cities from the
suburbs for the first time in
more than a decade.
Hills urged the 3.000
mayors. councilmen and
other city officials at this
conference
lo consider
giving priority to programs
thai would attract moie
elderly and single 01 young
married persons 10 move
back.
MORE THAN 80 per
cent
vi
1 lie
nation's
population growth between
1170 and I I'M was in these

Frats consider managers
Inierfraternily Council and Panhellenic Council are
considering the organization of o Fraternity Managers
Association (FMA) on campus. FMA basically is a buying
process foi fraternities and soiorities. According to David
Ives. hall directoi of Rodgers Quad
FMA would supply fraternities and sor irmes with food,
maintenance and repair services, china, silverware, trophies,
busses, bands and almost any vrvi.e oi supply thai a greek
organisation now buys independct tly. These services and
supplies ate offend at an 18 per c:nt savings to each group
that is a member. Ives said. "It \ives the fraternities ind
sororities the advantage of group buying," he explained
Ives. who was the public relations manager for the Ohio
State University FMA, said that it takes a lit if wore to get
an FMA started.
Greeks first must agree on h.iun ■ .in FMA aid then
Bowling Green and Toledo aiea mer hints must agree to
help the organization. Grieks also must find ar office oi
headquarters and must hire someone to run the FMA
Not only would a manager be needed but als i scvctal
secretaries and a hoard of trustees would be necessary. Ives

small households. Hills told
the urban officials.
"They aie already moving
back."
she said. She
attributed this in part to the
high cost and scarcity o\
fuel, coupled with scarce
land and skyrocketing costs
in suburban construction.
"These are the families
whose lifestyles are more
suited to the very things out
cities have to olfci sinallei
housing convenient to jobs,
entertainment and cultural
amenities.
rceieation.il
opportunities and the charm
of older houses," she said
Hills appealed to her
audience to break out of

S3id OSl' worked on the organization of its FMA foi two
years before u actually incorporated it in 1933, according
to Ives.

"the conventional thinking
of the past" and considei
re focusing
revitalization
piograms from blighted
neigliboihoods to ones that
are just
beginning to
deteiiorate but have the
attributes
lhat
attract
middle-Income people.
OLD-STYLE renewal
efforts concentrated on the
worsl slums, she said, hut
those effort! "collided with
the problems of DOVert].
unemployment, high crime
rates and vandalism-problems often tiHi difficult to
he solved with the dollars
available."

"Indian taxpayers are subsidizing American medicine.
Thirty-two per cent of the Indians who are sent to medical
school in the I'.S. never return."
Public health in Inda suffers as a result, according to Dr.
Chandrasekhar. There is only one nurse for every 5.000
persons or doctor for every 7.000 persons.
DR. CHANDRASEKHAR said that there is no such thing
.is recreation and leisure to the average Indian. "You ate
cither in a position oi perpetual leisure or perpetual work,"
he said.
Dr. Chandrasekhar attributed part of the Indian problem
to the Instoi) ol British imperialism, "The Bntish are very
human people They came to India not lo help the Indians,
bill to lake all out resources." lie explained
Dr Chandrasekhar said that Improvements have been
made in the Indian si.nul.iul of living, however, and there is
a glimmer ot hope toi the future ol India. He noted thai
latent oil resources have been found in India and that the
crude bulb rate has gone down front 4J per 1.000 persons
in 1966 to M< pei 1.000 persons in 1974,
DR. CHANDRASEKHAR said ili.it he Hies lo appeal to
people in terms ol theit Immediate gams in regards to birth
control,
"I ask them il they'd rathei have more children or see
lhat the children they alteady have don'i go lo bed
hungry." he said
Dr. Chandrasekhai said thai he once gave transistor
radios to any Indian who agreed lo have a vascctoiuy
"We tried lo convince the people that two oi three
children m o\w family arc enough. Our target is '5 births
per 1.000 persons b) 1985.
Dr. Chaudi.isekh.ii's speech was pail of an Economic
Colloquim Series. He will speak again at 1:30 p.m. today in
the Alumni Koom. Union.

Clip this ad and show it
to your
favorite Santa.

FMA WOULD be owned by the fraternities and
sororities, he said. A bidding procedure would be used in
which a representative lioin FMA would go to businesses
whose services tiic\ are Interested MI and attempt to get the
best price and best quality services available from these
businesses, accordine to Ives
There are numerous advantages i i having m FMA, IVM
said. Moneijn savings would hi the biggesi advantage and
the fraternities and soionties could establish sound credit.
It also would be a convernei ce for greeks lo write only
one check lo FMA instead o writing clicks to seveial
businesses and merchants, Ives explained. Sine.' it would be
a uniform system, all fraternities and soiorin.-s would use
the same bookkeeping he added.
During the 1973-1974 academic year, fraternities at OSU
bought $915,000 worth of services and supplies from
merchants.
flic FMA is a healthy business." Ives noted.

audio-technica

We sexnd better

REG.
•24"

SALE
WHILE YOU ARE IN COLLEGE,

SALE

A COMMISSION

Army ROTC
has a lot
going for it.
For a veteran
it has
even more.

The quality's there, but the price Isn't. The
exciting Marontz model 1060 stereo console
amplifier is craftmanship and engineering
excellence at its best With totol reliability,
the Maranti 1060 delivers 60 wafts continuous
RMS into 8 ohm speakers from 20 Hz to
20.000 Hi with less Ihon 0.5*. THD and
frequency response of ±0.5dB

WITHOUT A HITCH!
ARMY ROTC has a lot going lor
it. For a veteran it lias even
more. Because now. when you go
to
college
and take ARMY
ROTC". you've got a choice.

9

The AT-10 is one ol Audio Technical new dual
magnet series, offering the latest refinements in
the industry. Audio Technica has specialized in
precision cartridges for over o decode, and is
known world wide for accuracy of reproductions
and highest quality.

REG
$239.95

WE CAN GIVE YOU

$095

REG. $167.80
SALE

1

•nr

99

95

'■ w|« ■nai**'

•

Carrard 82
3-speed Automatic Turntobl*
wtlh low mass aluminum lonoarm cueinq
2point record support potented syimolob

"■ lol

Bos,-

dust cover

oiul <a*'nd(j«>

included

You can either go directly into
a Reserve component to start
working on your civilian career.
Or you can serve your obligation
with a two-year hitch on activeduty.

COMPLETE SERVICE
AND REPAIR ON ALL
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Electro-Voice EMS-23 Speaker System
This 2 way system is one of our most popular
ever. Decodes ol Electro-Voice research has
produced products of unmistakable quality
with totol sound reproduction. The EMS-23's
achieve this with on advance design, low
resononce 8 woofer and o super wide
dispersion 2'i" tweeter in a handsome
walnut finish cabinet

In most cases your service
experience alone will replace the
first two years of the ROTC
program. And during the last two
years you'll be earning SI00 a
month, up to ten months each
school year. That's in addition to
your G.I. Bill allowances.

TE AC 160

SUPERSCOPE
CD-302A si(«oc»sstnt
t«Pt DIM WIIHDOtBr'

I
Whatever career you choose,
the combination of a college
degree
and
an
officer's
commission will give you a big
head start.
For details on how you can
combine your college education
with a commission as an officer
in the
U.S. Army contact
Captain
Tom
Whipple
at
372-2477.

REG.
$189.95

ri& r!3

SALE

154

95

Superscope CD-302 Stereo Cassette Deck. With
the Dolby Noise Reduction System built in to this
superbly crafted machine the result is a
brilliantly cleon sound with noticeobly reduced
tape hiss. Features include automatic shutohV
provisions for chromium dioxide tape, digitol
tape counter and a walnut cabinet.

A dollar isn't what it used to be anymore, but
TEAC qualify is. The 160 cassette deck may be
budget priced but don't let that scare you.
It still comes with TEAC's no hassle 2-year
warranty. You get o built-in Dolby* noise reduction system, separate bias and EQ switches for
more complete tope compatibility, linear record
and output level controls, tape run indicator
light and some really respectible specs.
We invite you to stop in today lor a demonstration.
'Dolby is a lrod*mork of Dolby loboraion«s Inc

HUNDREDS OF IN-STORE SPECIALS

ARMY ROTC. LEARN
WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD

248 S. MAIN ST. - DOWNTOWN - BOWLING GREEN
352-8750
352-4745
OPEN

Monday - Friday 10am to 9pm

Soturday 10am to 5 30 pm

Pair 4fThe BG Newt, Thursday. December 4,197S

LASALLE*S
PRE-HOLIDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT

The Residence Life Association IRI A I is planning two
major projects for next quarter, an academic calendar
survey and JII investigation of the problem of rape on
campus.
The association plans to survey residents of dormitories,
fraternities and sororities during winter quarter about their
preferences for the 1977-78 academic calendar. The results
will be presented to the. Academic Council spring quarter
when scheduling will take place.

DOOR BUSTERS!!!

"WE WILL have a pood student imput for an academic
calendar proposal." from the survey, according to RLA
Chairman Patrick Courtney, junior (Ed.).
Through the survey. RLA hopes to eliminate a need for
a lasl-minute campaign by students protesting a calendar
proposal, as happened with the 1976-77 academic schedule.
Courtney said. In that recommended proposal by Academic
Council, fall quarter was to end before Thanksgiving.
The second major project that RLA plans to undertake
MXl quarter in an investigation of the problem of rape on
campus, he said
Headed by RLA Vice chairman Jan Petruska. senior
(A&S). the committee will look into the frequency of rapes
to find the highest Irequcncy places, days and limes for
rape.

JUNIOR LINGERIE
OUII.TED NYLON
ROBES
5.99

MEN'S
BRIEFS. SKANTS.
BOXERS, T-SHIRTS
.99

THE COMMITTEE will use reports from the city and
campus police departments, the Health Center. Wood
County Hospital and the Rape Crisis Center on campus.
Courtney said lie thought the administration chooses lo
hide the tacts of rapes from the campus, although he said
he did not know If "whether they just don't know or they
know and won't tell" how manv rapes are committed.

ACCESSORIES
TOE SOCKS
3/2.79

SCARVES
.99
limited quantities.

OPEN 7 - 10 PM
THURSDAY, DEC 4
FREE DOOR PRIZES

JUNIOR DRESSES
.99
limited quantities

Residence Life to conduct
campus rape investigation

SWEATERS
1.99
women's sportswear

- FEATURING JUNIORS
TOPS and SKIRTS
.50

ACCESSORIES
BODYSUITS
prints ;md solids
2.99

Char

DRESSES
and
JUMPSUITS
20% off reg. price

JUNIOR SWEATERS
SUPER PRICES
asst. colors, sizes
pullovers, vests,
cardigans
2.99-12.99

ci stoat.-, ind

JUNIOR DRESSES
0.99
not all sizes and
styles available

open ruti. thru Sat. ' 10 "
Oundtyl /:30-70O

JUNIOR
DENIM PANTS
1/4-1/3 off
pre-washed jeans
not all sizes in all
styles

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

JUNIORS
HIS OVERALL
STYLE JUMPER
25% off
navy, gray, brown
corduroy
12.75-15.00

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

ROBES
3091 off selected group
12.99-19.99
19.00-28.00
junior and misses sizes.

FAMOUS MAKER
BRAS AND BIKINIS
asst. colors
.50-4.99

WOMEN'S
SPORTSWEAR
Coordinate Group

blouses, pants.
shirts, shells
2.99-5.99

25'.' off rrgulai price
per Icel
viith ili.

.I.I-Iiii

look

PATTY WOODARD

V'S
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER!

JEAN
COORDINATES

! 2 off reg. price
blouses, skirts, shells,
jeans, jackets

WOMEN'S
SPORTSWEAR
207< off bib overalls.
bib jumpers
25% off 'Fresh Start
jean jackets,
jeans

MEWS
SILKIES
Printed long sleeve
sport shirts
asal patterns.
colors, bh'nds
4 99-899

"Cl CuLD

BEER UPOP
If GO
Pncm good Ihm Sunday. December 14. 1975

XOREI.CO
SHAPE & DRY
STYLER DRYER
750 WATTS

SHOP
Button-front Levi's
Fashion Jeans
S 99

Tax cut urged
WASHINGTON (AP) Democratic governors
yesterday urged a SI2 billion income tax cut and a new
program of federal aid to create jobs and fight recession,
despite a complaint that they were being irresponsible.
The complaint came from Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe.
who cast the only dissenting vole as 14 of Ins colleagues
adopted a resolution seeking more help from Washington
to promote economic recovery.

Argentina

Till FAMOUS
"Don't look like
a prune' jeans

mfg. 22.95

SI IX;FIELD only 6.99
PAINTER PANTS 7.99

MEN'S FLANNELS
Bold Plaids
great for casual wear
4.99 .

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (API-The recent use of
army troops and air force jets on the side of police has
put Argentine guerrillas on the defensive, security
sources say. but no one predicts rapid victory.
Hundreds of persons have died in battles langing Irom
mountain
forests
near
Tucuman
to
wealthy
neighborhoods of Buenos Aires.
Guerrillas of both the left and light wings ambush
with such cold-blooded regularity that traffic police on
the freeway around Buenos Airei weal civilian clothes
and use unmarked cars.
They strike at lonely garrisons and outposts. Guerrilla
infiltrators blew up a runway in front of a jet transport
as it was taking off. killing six. Others blasted a hole in a
missile-carrying d^jwyer
Two major gjjriilhi groups have amassed scores of
millions of dollars id kidnap ransoms and periodically ,
assassinate major national figures.

PARIS (AP) - Gunmen took a group of people
hostage inside a bank near the Eiffel Tower after an
attempted hold-up yesterday and demanded $- million
ransom and a getaway car, police said
A passer-by was wounded in the foot in a burst of
gunfire as the bandits entered the Credit Lyonnais Bank
on Avenue Bosquet. A number of gunshots also were
heard from inside the bank. The intruders also fired on a
police car.
The exact number of gunmen and their hostages was
not known. The police spokesman said the holdup men
had demanded that the getaway car be brought to them
after dark and that the ransom money be in VS.
currency. He said no direct threats had been made
against the hostages.

NOW ONLY

TONIGHT ONLY!!!

SI'PER MAX
650 WATTS
TRENDSETTER

WASHINGTON (AP)-Atty Gen Edward Levi said
yesterday he has not decided whether to retry former
Sen. Edward Gurney (R-Fla.) on conspiracy and
perjury charges which resulted in a hung jury last
August
The Justice Department announced about two weeks
ago that Gurney would be retried.
"A decision has not been made. We have not made a
decision one way or the other." Levi told reporters.
He said the decision must be made by himself and
Deputy Atty. Gen. Harold Tyler and they have not yet
made up their minds.

Paris hold-up

MISSES SPORTSWEAR
Smock Tops.
Jean Blouses.
Plaids,
Clicks.
Work Shuts

Gurney case

v

Closed Monday
412 East Woostor

ENTIRE STOCK
25* off
SKIRT STOCK
sizes 5-13
9.00-14.25

newsnotes

IS VARII TICS
PANCRKrS 1 WAI FLES

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
ENTIRE STOCK
JUNIOR LONG

H>"

Chop,
t UM Court* I .1
Dinner

The administration reported no rapes last year, although
the Rape Crisis Center reported over 100 rapes, according
to Courtney.
"We want to try to educate the girls ro these facts." he
said. "We would like to get them to take safety precautions "

CRAZY CURL
by CLAIROL

PRETTY POWER
by CLAIROL

40W 0NL

mf> 29.99

GREAT SAVINGS!
7-10 P.M. ONLY
203 off reg. price
ON ALL FABRIC

MONOGRAM
MUGS
perfect for coffee,
soup
2 >0 each

1 5% off
ALL NATURE'S
SOLE SHOES
nun's and women's

REMINGTON

SUPERBRUSH
850 WATTS
MAX FOR MEN
13.88
SUNBEAM
'MIST STICK'
Curling Iron 10 88
perfect gifts
for him and her

SHOP FOR HOLIDA Y SA VING!

LASALLE*S

mfg. 29.98

SCHICK
HOT LATHER
MACHINE

NOW ONLY

fFTKI
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
Comi i lo Prescnplion Service
LPI
ii«l% S t|l! /Our PrescftpTiOn

XttkZu

Vl Price on all
PIZZA & SUBS
I

oleon ■ izza
516 E. Wooster
From

5:00 p.m. To 9:00 p.m.
This offer not good on Deliver
Call ahead for Pick-Ups

.

352-1506
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SGA fails to decide Senate districting plan
By Rob Arkwrifht
Stiff Reporter
Student
Government
.Association
(SGA)
Elections and Opinions
Board
Tuesday
night
debated two Student Senate
districting proposals in an
open meeting but failed to
agree on a proposal or even
to decide whether senators
will be elected from districts
in the winter quarter
. elections
Opinions
of
board

members, SGA officers and
students
present
were
divided as to the relative
fairness
of
the
two
proposals, whether districts
should
be
divided
geographically
or
by
population and whether
senators elected at-large
should later be assigned to
districts if both districting
proposals
fall
through
before
winter
quarter
elections.
Commuter
student
Thomas Beers, junior. (Ed).

presented a pioposal which
divides
the
student
population
into
eight
on-campus
and
two
off-campus districts with
three
senators
elected
a, ar,
S f V D E N T S
QUESTIONED
the
equitability of having the
two
off-campus
wards
represent
over
6,000
students while
Ward.',
sorority
row.
would
represent only 368.
Beers and Commuter

Center Director Hazel Smith
defended the
proposal.
They said the structure of
the Commuter Center will
allow for maximum input
into SGA even with only
two votes.
Smith said an increasing
numbei of students living in
apartment complexes are
making
use
of
the
Commutei
Center
for
various reasons and that two
Student Senate votes would
allow these students a much
needed voice in SGA.

She added that commuter
students do not need a
major cohesive voting block
in Student Senate but that
they
would
like
the
opportunity to provide
input into SGA affairs.
STUDENT
SENATOR
Bradley Bauer questioned
the fairness of the proposal
because of the difference in
amount of campaign time
that would be necessary
within districts.
Me said that grouping

Miami, Ohio State Food Services
operate under flat meal fee program
• From page on*
This year a lix-wty meal
plan was begun at OU 3nd
has been "very, very well
received," Reed said Rather
than the flat $2-5 a quarter
fee of the preceding year,
students can choose one of
six plans ranging from $200
to S245 a quarter.
Students can decide to
eat two meals a day Monday
through
Friday
( breakfast dinner
or
lunch/dinner) for $200 a
quarter, all meals Monday
through Friday for $215 per
quarter, two meals seven
days a week for $224 a
quarter or 21 meals a week
for $245 a quarter. They are
given the option of dunging
each quarter.
OHIO
UNIVERSITY
serves about 5.500 students.
Food service tickets are
affixed to University picture
identification caijs
Breakfast is served from
7:15 until 10:15 (hot ine.il
until 9:15 only), lunch is
seived from 10 .'0 until
1:30 and dinner from 4:00

until 6:45. At least three
entrees are offered at each
meal. Students may have
unlimited
seconds
on
everything but steaks.
Ohio State and Miami
also operate under meal
plans, yet these schools
charge one flat fee each
sear. The board rate at Ohio
State is $567 and Miami
students pay $780.
Daniel
Nankovitch.
administration manager of
dining services at Miami,
said people must look at the
total room and board
package
fee
before
evaluating Miami's price.
Miami has a room only rate
of $666 per year.
Ohio State serves 9.3t2
students.
including
residents, graduate students
and off-campus students. Its
food service operates six
facilities Miami utilizes II
smallei units serving roughly
7,500 students.
OHIO STATE offers
seconds on all but two oi
tinec prime items such as
steak Miami students have

unlimited seconds on all
items at breakfast and
lunch, but there are no
additional servings of meat
offered at dinner.
Like Ohio University,
both of these schools issue
picture identifications with
dining hall passes attached
At Miami a student's
number is checked off as he
goes through the line at
each meal.
"One of the biggest
problems is the claim that
ID's have been lost," said J.
Robeit /ellin,ii. director of
fjod service at Ohio State.
In this ase. the student's
old number is given to the
checkers and established as
a "hot number" to watch
out for "We've caught a lot
of people that way."
Zellmar said.
Ohio State and Miami
employ two techniques for
handling the problem of
waste. They have regulated
portioning and have made
students more conscious of
wasteage
"I think basically the
average student gets more

for his moncv." said Gerald
Burkhouse.
director of
residence halls at Miami.
"We feel like we're on the
right track Wo sense a fairly
high dcgiee ol satisfaction

MacDonald Quad and Prout
Hall in one district would
make campaigning difficult
for students running for
senate from that district.
Students campaigning in
Founders
Quad.
he
continued, would have an
easier
job
contacting
students.
Beers acknowledged that
campaign difficulties might
vary from district to
district, but he stressed that
all candidates within a
particular district would be
working with the same
difficulties to get elected
from that district.
Board member Kevin

SGA
Vice
President
David Crowl said lie thinks
SGA and the elections
board should make the
effort to implement the
districting pioposal before
the election If that is not
possible, he said, student
•BnatOTI elected at-large
should be assigned to
districts aftei tlics aie
elected

THURSDAY NIGHT IS STU0ENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.25 WITH STUDENT I.D.

NOW
PL A YING

CINEMA I

EVENINGS AT
7:30 - 9:20

IF YOU'VE ENJOYED THIS
GREAT BRITISH HUMOR ON
WBSU--TV....YOU'LL HOWL
WITH DELIGHT WHEN YOU
SEE THE MOVIE!

A crazy movie.
Camelot done in
a fun house, rasrv
It's run-night
at the movies.

Mm
FROM CINEMA 5

— ■■!

— y

F " -'"fl

.'2

HELD
OVER!

CINEMA n

OPEN
SUN —THURS
FRI —SAT

SMITH
CRITICIZED
Sansilo's pioposal because
she said (hat drawing the
districts based totally on
population
lather
than
geography could result in

the formation of voting
blocks.
Board Chairman Kathleen
Kearns said that she doubts
that a proposal can be
finalized
in
time for
implementation
in
the
winter quarter elections.

with our system." he added.
Zellmar of Ohio State
expressed the same opinion.
"We think it does the most
for the greatest number of
students."

'TMHOL^OH^IL
1616 E.WOOSTER

Sansilo.
senior
i usi
presented
a
districting
proposal that divides the
student body into districts
based on population It
provides one representative
for about every I,.100
students.
with
seven
districts
designated
as
off-campus students and si\
districts for on-campus
students. No mention is
made of at-large senators in
the pioposal

2nd WEEK

4:30 p.m. to 1:00 o.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

EVE. AT l:\b- 9:45

\u*±jjUJtzJUi-u-U-'<S±

30 MINUTE DELIVERY

reg. $1.85 only $1.00
tonight & every thursday night
5p.m.- midnight

352-5221
The Domino People are Pizza People,
period.
■ vm mm WM *»,* mm PH mm «r*
ppcl---— rr«

We Warmly
Welcome You
to Share our

$1

to your door or in the store
minimum for delivery ... $1.70

CLA-ZEL BARGAIN ADMISSION £ |
▼

ALL SEATS $1.00

NOW PLAYING

CLA-ZEL

. IHUttt .

-2 GREAT HITSEVE. AT 7:30

1

Christmas Open House I

The Second Greatest
FkjerintheWbrld

Noon-5 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 7

RBWOBD

CHRISTMAS CENTERPIECES
TERRARIUMS
POINSETTIAS
FRESH GREENERY
HOLLY

MISTLETOE
TREE TRIMS

JAJ

OPEN HOUSE
SPECIAL

[(lome visit with us . ..

I.'K I. »»»kr

K»»liii<! lirrrn

Pogllai's

INiGEOBGE ROY Hill HLM

Hollv Plants

The Flowerhouse

FREE DELIVERY

SUSAN SAMHDON „. mKOT mOOH

CO-HIT AT 9:30
HIS
LIFELINE

heW by the

&

Winter Terrariums
$150
M:«.li *•■ CNI-TV I

L_

! tm mm MM MM mmmm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm MMMMMM *

CUNT EASTWOOD
THE EIGER SANCTION

hunted.

pizza osubs • spaghetti
1004S. Main, B.G.
Ph. 352-7571
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Upcoming final exams
prompt
Mary
Beth
Talerico, junior (Ed.), to
spend her spare time by
the library's card catalog.
(Newsphoto by Michael
Passarello)

RECORDS - TAPES
'* • OGG - ^

— PRESENTS —
FACTORY OVERSTOCK AND CUTOUT LP'S
FROM RSO

FROM NEMPEROR

Save the
News

FRIDAY CAMPUS MOVIE

Write

"Monty Python"

*2.99

*1.99

tinllimiiM n«- Rrsl Sewn flays

to

******* CANCELLED *******

"Jesus Christ
Superstar"

the editor

WILL BE SHOWN
IN ITS PLACE
6:00.8:00, 10:00pm

FRIDAY. UNIVERSITY HALL

M.00 with ID

mwmwmtmwmmmumwmmtmkmn
|
GUESS

I

§

HAMLET

4&

THE SECRET WOID
AND

^ -^ Note*
4

'

before

I

YOU'LL HA VE
A GREA T TIME

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
S NORTHGATE3
1
LOUNGE |

'«

T.k* «*

Christmas
Engagement
Reflect vow lint" forewi
with .i perfe« i Keepsake
diamond Permanently reg*
isiered nnd prote< ted
l^.lltW

i-i
CMI i NolM •(«.*« It*
pivtctipl'On *h< n pou nted
htlpinundvi standing i Itralurt
I'lii'ViM t>, MKK MINI t it| lo
UM ftlli
liCQuenlly,
■

.

Keepsake"
RiTtiNifml Diamond H\ng%

',

"

IONS

Moln * ii .i Aid
■

||

■■

.■.•

■■

,.,,..

books in

Available
At:
HOURS:
MON.&FRI. 9:30-8
TUES.- WED. -THURS

1095 N. MAIN ST.

9:30-5:30
SAT. 9:30s

L

OPEN 1 1:00 AM - 2.30 AM
LUNCH 11 - 2 PM

3

STUMNT tOOK EXCHANGE
IO«IIS:..'JHS

c*o

JAN HAMMER: Piano, Electric Piano, Moog Synthesizer, Drums, Percussion, Mellotron. Ex-Keyboard player o!
Mahavishnu Orchestra.

YVONNE ELLIMAN: Starred
in Jesus Christ Superstar as
Mary Magdalene. Featured
background vocalist on 5 Eric
Clapton LP's.

AND
SCHOENBERG. BERG, WEBERN-(Classical)-Finnidar-,1.99
FREDA PAYNE-Out of Payne Comes Love-ABC - *2.99
LES McCANN- Hustle to Survive-Atlantic - '2.99
ISAAC HAYES-Chocolate Chip-ABC - '2.49
FREDDIE KING-Larger Than Life-RSO - '2.49
BOBBY BLAND-Get On Down-ABC - '1.99
MELVIN VAN PEEBLES-You Mean I Can't Sing-Atlantic - '1.99
BOBBY COBHAMA Funky Thide of Sings-Atlantic - '2.49
CRUSADER'S-Chain Reaction-Blue Thumb - '3.49
CHARLES MINGOS-Changes-Vol.I and Vol.II-Atlantic - '2.49
STEVIE WRIGHT Hard Rock-ATCO - *1.99
YES-Yesterdays-Atlantic - '2.99
DETROIT-Detroit with Mitch Ryder-Paramount - '3.49
DEEP PURPLE-Shades of Deep Purple-Tetra Grammaton - '2.99
HENRY COW-Henry Cow-Virgin - »1.99
RIGHTEOUS BROS.-Give it to the People-Haven - '2.99
FLO & EDDIE- Flo & Eddie-Warner Bros. - '3.79
PHIL SPECTORS CHRISTMAS LP-A Christmas Gift For You-Philles - '2.49
GEORGE CARLIN-Evening with Wally Lando Feat. BUI Slazlo-Little David'2 99

PH. 353-6691

IWfft rWJ rWffl /Wwt raWt nbwl raW! Jmtml Ww IS

WMHE

ALONG WITH HUNDREDS OF OTHERS
(LIMITED QUANTITIES, FINAL SALE — NO RETURNS ON CUT OUTS)

presents

THE KINKS

caaatfti

TOMMORO W'S RECORDS
YESTERDAY'S PRICES

STEVE HARLEY <S COCKNEY REBEL
and
THE RAISIN BAND

at the Toledo Sports Arena Exhibit Hall
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10, 1975 at 8 pm

Tickets:

'5.50 in advance
%
6.50 at the door

>.50 off ticket price for BG students with ID
TICKl IS ON SA1 I ft I IHt BGSU UNION. FIN0ERS
BOOGIE HEC0H0S. AND A! All F0LE DO SPORTS ARFNA OUTLETS

?Jf © f'l
grrnnnc
HtUUIulS

TIPK
I Hi-Li

128 N. MAIN ST.
OPEN DAILY 9 ».m. to 10 p.m.
QpEN SUNDAY NoCft to 7:80 p-m.

OQO

WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF IMPORTS. ROCK. POP, SOUL.
BLUES, JAZZ. CLASSICAL. SOUNDTRACKS, COUNTRY. BLUEGRASS,
BUDGET, SINGLES. 8 TRACKS, CASSETTES. NEEDLES. AND MUSIC
BOOKS. FINDERS ALSO HAS »5. »10 and »«0 GIFT CERTIFICATES.

MUSIC MAKES THE PERFECT GIFT
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Ethics-in-politics reform unveiled

local briefs
Grant

COLUMBUS.
Ohio
(API-Common Cause, the
self-described
citizens
lobby.
unveiled
on
Wednesday an ambitious
"eihics-in-politics
reform
package" for the 1976

Dr Lajos Vincze. associate professor of anthropology,
has received a grant Ironi the National Academy of
Sciences in Washington. D.C.. to travel to Romania in
January for a six-month stay at the Romanian Academy
in Bucharest. Dr. Vinc/e said he plans to study
traditional herding and animal husbandry among the
peasants while in Romania.

Applications for the Harold "Andy" Anderson
scholarships, available 10 students who live in Wood and
Lucas counties, will be available starting tomorrow at
the Alumni House or the Financial Aid Office. 305
Student Services Bldj! Applications are due by 5 p.m.
Jan 5.
Two One-quarter, lull-lee scholarships will he
awarded There are no pie established criteria and
applicants will be judged against other applicants only
I he scholarships are offered by the Greater Toledo
Chapter of the University Alumni Association.

By Joan Tharp
A statewide program to
upgrade railroad crossings
may
effect
both
the
Baltimore & Ohio iH.vOl
and Penn Central crossings
on
Woostei
Street.

BEILEN.
The
Netherlands (AP)--Thirteen
of the estimated 7: hostages
held b> Indonesian gunmen
aboard
a
Dutch
train
sprinted to safety undei
cover of darkness yesterday
night, a Justice Ministry
official said
He said the group broke
from the leai coach of the
stranded train, evidently
unguarded at the nine, and
ran o>0 yaids lo police
lines.
About 150 police, aim)
marksmen
and
marine
commandos
ringing
the
train were keeping then
distance
foi
leai
ol
endangering the lives ol
hostages

Two internships aie available during winter quartet
tor students interested in bioadcast journalism One
internship is available M WBGU-TV (Channel 57) in
television news and tin-other in radio news.
Interested persons can contact Steven Bush, news
director at WBCl'-TV, or Laurence Jankowski in the
journalism department The applicant is expected to
provide a resume and letters of reference.

Firelands
The Firelandt Campus Chorale will present its seventh
annual "'Concert of Christmas Music"
at K tonight in
the tluejtie at the campus.
The chorale, undei the direction of William Kraut and
accompanied by Mrs. Thomas Krablet. will perform .i
variety Ol Christinas selections. The conceit is tree and
open to the public.

Workshop
A one-day woiksliop on the use of computeis in
lecondar) schools is set foi Saturday in the Ohio Suite,

Union,
the woikshop is (tec and open to all area junior high
and high school teachers. Alter the sessions, workshop
participant! will have access to the Universlty'i
computer to try a variety ol sample programs.

Christmas tree
An all-campus Christmas tree lighting is set foi 0
tomghi at the Union Oval.
Cnristmai carolling by the University Men's Choir and
those present will follow. Hot chocolate and cookies cull
be served in the Commute! Centei aflat the carolling.
ii

*

i

state

The program includes a
renewed effort to require
wider disclosure by special
interest lobbying groups

operating in the General
Assembly.
"We're going to let
people know that certain
lobbies are working against
openness and accountability
in the political system." said

David Hetzicr. executive
director
of
the
Ohio
Common Cause chapter.
HETZLER
CITED
reaction to Watergate and
recent
discoveries
of

according
to
Municipal
Administrator
Wesley
HoiTman.
The city has asked to
participate in the program.
All railroad crossings have
been
photographed
and
researched by city engineers

and the results sent to the
Ohio
Department
of
Transportation
for
a
decision.
The state program wi'il
concentrate on majoi U.S.
highways and slate routei
throughout Ohio. Main city

arteries will be considered
next,
followed
by
residential street crossings.
Priorities are established by
the Ohio Department of
Transportation.
Hoffman
said.
FUNDS FOR the project

Siege continues despite escape

Internships

i ■

the

activities of the Central
Intelligence
Agency
as
indications that the public is
ready for reform.
However.
a
Senate
supporters of the lobby
disclosure
bill said he

Railroad crossings under evaluations

Scholarships

m,

session
of
legislature.

THE FIVE hijackeis. who
aie fioin a separatist-minded
pan of Indonesia called

South Molucca, the formal
Spice Island-, sei/ed (lie
four-coach
local
train
Tuesday, killed the engineei
and anothei man and look
the
passengers
hostage.
official! reported
Police
saul
they
attached
explosives to one of the
coaches
I he bodies ol the two
dead men lav beside the
Hacks

SAY MERRY
CHRICTMAS
WITH A LIVING
GIFT THIS YEAR!

In a televised speech.
Dutch Justice Minister Dries
van Agt declared that since
the
hijackers
weie
responsible for two killings,
they
would
not
he
permitted to leave the
Netherlands. The gunmen
have demanded to be flown
out ol the country.
Earlier in the day. the
hijackers accepted a supply
of food, blankets and
medicine. Bui they opened
lire on an official who diove
up to try to negotiate lie
pulled back after one shot
hit within 10 yards of his
car.
Police fust said about SO

pei sons weie aboard the
train stranded m an open
field "0 miles noitheasl of
Amsterdam, but they latet
upped the figure.
FOUR pei sons aboard
the train weie released
shoiilv jliei the takeovei,
and three others escaped In
jumping off before the 13
Staged then mass escape
The
remaining
hostages
weie said to include seven
children under the age of
seven

Robert da Groot, 34. said
the gunmen pushed hmi oil
the tram Tuesday afternoon
and began firing at linn as

he ran. lie said he dropped
lo the ground near the dead
engineer and pretended to
be dead. Ten minutes later,
he crawled under the train
and jumped over a ditch
beside the tracks, then ran
to a farm.
De
Groot
said
(he
hijackers planned to kill him
as
a warning to
the
government but gave in lo
his pleas for a sporting
chance lo escape.
I lie demand foi food and
medicine,
including
irauquih/eis. was carried oil
the train by a cook released
by the gunmen.

will come from the railroad
companies involved and
from federal money.
Of the two Wooster
Street crossings, the B & O
crossing on West Wooster is
the worst. Hoffman said.
The tracks are so bad.
according to Hoffman, thai
B & O only can run one
train a day on (hem.
Hoffman could not say
when the ctossings might be
fixed, but said it would not
be this year.
"Street
repairs
are
summertime work due to

the

doubted "wry much if
you're going to see it pass
the entire Senate or the
General Assembly."
Sen. Thomas Van Meter.
iK I" Ashland), a member
of
the
subcommittee
considering the bill, said it
was designed to shed light
on how special interests
influence
legislators and
legislation.
"When push comes to
shove." Van Meter said,
"they legislators don't want
ihe people back home to
know that."
THE REFORM measure,
sponsored by Sen. Anthony

Celebrezxe,

Jr..

composition of the

materials used in repairing,"
he said.
Most damage done to
railroad crossings, I"-' added,
is done by trucks and the
trains themselves rather
than
by
cars.
"Frost
heaving."
where
rain
ttapped and fro/en between
the tracks expands and
forces up anything thai
cannot resist the pressure,
also is a major cause of
damage to the crossings, he
said.

Common
Cause
also
vowed to work lor a lough
anli-gerrymanderirig law and
improvements in Ohio's
campaign finance reform
law and conflict of interest
slalutc.
Hel/ler said a bipartisan
commission should redraw
stale
legislative
and
congressional district lines
to
create
contiguous
districts
and
eliminate
irregular boundaries.

The second generation is here.
Hewlett-Packard's newest calculators
make uncompromising Christmas gifts.

•

I upe*. talk w hen you're on the rcccivinn «ntl
t>ne ol our second generation, calculator* .an nave you
counties* bowk. ,iw,l tMHus on-Miutc to you diploma and
on the |oli thereafter, Each offers problem solving lech
nolo-.'v you probably won't timl on competitive calculators
loi years lu come, it ever.

New
low
price
HP-21 Scientific,
$100.00.
The IIP-31 makes short work «>t the teJmu.il cakula
lions even so called "non-technical" courses require toda)
Ii performs .ill arithmetic, Ion ami tity calculations auto*
walk ally It's also the only calculator at it* price that offers
lulKlisplav formatting; you can choose between hxed decimal and scientific notation
It you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithmetic, this is it-—especially at its new, just-m-timc-lnr
Christmas price.

SOMETHING FOR EVER/ONE. AT

BRIGHAM'aS GREENHO

New.

HP-22 Business Management,
$165.00*.
The I IP ?? takes the starch out ol the cakulations yon
fate in business courses today, in management tomorrow
You can solve most time value ol money problems in seconds You can breeze through business math calculations
(logs, roots, 5i"iS, CtC.), And, most important, you can use
the III* M's statistical functions to IwiM existing data into
more reliable forecasts. \'o other calculator at any pine
offers you a comparable combination ol financial, math
and slat capabilities

Pre-Holiday
Specials...

New.
HP-25 Scientific Programmable,

COME ON DOWN TOD A Y AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THESE SUPER SPECIALS'

$195.00.
FAMOUS MAKER

PRE-WASHED

JUNIOR
SWEATERS

SPECIAL
DENIM

A wide assortment of
sweaters in a multitude
of styles and colors.

REG. MOfo '20

NOW

Two of our hottest
jean styles are now
promotionally priced
for you. Navy only.

REG. '17 and '18
JUNIOR SIZES 5 to 13

Our IIP-2< does everything our IIP-31 can do—and
imkh, much more It's programmable, whieh means it tan
solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces Wirh an HP-25,
you enter the keystroke* necessary to solve a repetitive
problem only once.Thereafter, you |ust enter the variablci
and press ihe Run/Stop key for ?.n almost instant answer
accurate to !" diuits Ynu train time, precision, flexibility.
All three oiler you I IP'a efficient KPN logic sysiem that
cuts keystrokes and scratch'pads. All three are easy lo
use (e.g., the IIP05 requires no prior programming
experience).
And all three are almost certainly on display at your
bookstore." Test them Choose yours Then drop a subtle
hint lo someone who doesn't know what to gel you lor
Christmas Such as marline, them a brochure

ONLY

OFF

$14 99

105 S. MAIN ST - DOWNTOWN - BG - NEXT TO UHLMANS

SHOP DAILY 10 am to 9 pm

PR.

(D25.

Cleveland), has received
several hearings in the
judiciary panel, but was left
in subcommittee when the
Senate recessed for the year.
It places tougher financial
reporting
standards
on
lobbyists.

m

T flS]PACKARD
Sales and service from I"? office*' in 65 countries
Dcpt. o5MD, "*'310 Pruncridflc Avenue, Cupertino, CA '>50N
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Manila trip to lack impact

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
* IT7J lOS AMOIUS riMIS

MANILA (API President
Ford's visil of less than 24
hours lo Manila this coming
weekend is expected 10 have
little immediate impact on
the major issues between
the United States and the
m.iitul law government in
the Philippines.

"Ford
is
facing
an election,
so
we cannot
expect him to make some
substantive commitments,"
Foreign Secretary Carlos
Romulo said in a statement
this week.

for Ford, however. One
official predicted it will be
"nothing
short
of
overwhelming."
THE
Philippines'
insistence on a new security
and bases agreement with
the United States and the

A big welcome is planned

Postal tactics condemned
WASHINGTON
(AP) The chairman of a
Mouse subcommittee s.ud
yesterday tlul Postmaster
Genei.il Benjamin Bailar is
using
reprehensible
tern
tactics in threatening toend
Saturday mall delivery.
Rep
Charles
Wilson.
(D-Callf.) reminded Bailar
of
his
statement
foor-jnd ;i-lull months ago
tlul "we ate nut considering
any reductions In service. I
think the American people
Winl lire kind ol postal

service
that
they
are
getting -tli.ii is, six days a
week."
Wilson, chairman of a
House
post
office
subcommittee, said, "Either
you cannot forecast your
operating
conditions
four-and-a-half months in
the future or you are again
playing games with the

and delivery curtailments
when they wanted more
money.
Wilson said the Saturday
cutoff threat "is but one
example of what I believe lo
be an increasing number of
inconsistencies
in
your
public statements."
The
subcommittee
chairman
also
criticized
Bailar's recent moves to save
labor costs and speed the
closing of small post offices.
Wilson complained that the
Postal Service has failed to
keep Congress informed of
its intentions.

Congress."
He
noted
that
postmaster
generals
traditionally
have
threatened labor cutbacks

9W9W9VV V»»<* WTO* l

lapse of a formal trade
agreement are expected to
come up in the three or four
hours of formal talks by
Ford
and
President
Ferdinand
Marcos
on
Saturday and Sunday.
Despite Philippine claims
that negotiations are under
way on the agreement under
which the United States
operates
major
military
bases here, the Americans
claim they have yet to see
formally what the Filipinos
want. The Americans insist
no
negotiations
have
started.
Talks about a trea y to
replace the Laurel Langley
Agreement,
which
was
rooted in the old colonial
relationship between the
countries and which lapsed
July
3,
1974, are not
expected to bear fruit until
at
least
mid-1976
and
probably not until after the
U.S.
election
next
November.

ACROSS
1 Acted jointly
11 Curly cover-ups
16 Clearly
presented
16 Notion: Fr.
17 Family name
18 Asian river
19 American
painter

44 Purposeful
46 P.rtof D V

47 Twine
49 Animal corral,
of eeort
61 Prejurer
63 Contest betwean
two foes
64 Mrs.
.in
"The HI vale"
68 Stop

20 Have
distinction

62 Lined up
63 Harmonize
66 River into the
Colorado
67 Supplicates

22
26
26
29

Egyptian
Sufficient: Poet.
Hereafter
Vehicle drawn
by three horsee
33 YearinClovia
I's time: Rom.

68 Carelessly
69 Evaluation

DOWN

34 Agee

36 Fable's ending
37 Darlings
39 Where Innsbruck is
41 Jeanne

1 Berets

2 Spoken
3 Eight, in Italy
4 Captain Kidd's
crime

42 Company official: Abbr.

6 Management of
finances

PHVKW$

W.

runu

7 Oriental name
6 Relativeaof
1 Down
9 Eagleetone

10 Pour
11 Forest
12 Prefiawith
graph or gram
13 Knee: Lat.
14 Ottoman
21 Average
23 Dylan Thomas,
for one
24 Characteristic
26 Ward off

PISANELLO'S •••
PIZZA 1INB.GA

6 Conduct
27
28
30
31
32

Saltpeter
Made faux pee
Turkish decree
Actress Conrad
Small dog of
tropical
America

48 Federko
Lorce
60 Full assem bly
62 Home units
64 Wise men
66 Deeertlike
66 Takeiteaay
67 Light explosive
sounds

33 Sections: Abbr
36 Did a shoe
repair job
38 Leave port
40 Steed
43 Cut
46 TV and movie

69 Ruin: Poet
60 Solar disk

61 Sleep
64 Fish dish
66 Ph.D's.

crewl names

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

We not only have
w,mt!t

UH.NOK.

1WKIHT! DOW.
WU60YS
MK.HAMJS'
KNOWHM
I

the most trained

Uh.COMi
WPtPtA!

PACt.WHAT
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neauesrm maxrep

on.
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mow., now
I

KEAiiyjusr
SOfVH
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I1HNK
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personnel to serve
you at 203 N. Main.... we have the largest
fleet to ensure FAST

%
£
....and most
tr
of all Santa I want to have a
g good time at the DELTA JAMMER
$, Christmas Party Friday Night!'

free pizza delivery

4
tt
jj
a)

to your door!

■mi

phone: 352-5166

WMWWWIiMhfMll^jpWim

1

you, Patti. Congratulations
on going active!! LITB, the
D.G.'s.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

The Oxford House

jj

CLASSIFIED ~*®fe~

5 1 8 E. WOOSTER

|

Thursday, December 5, 1975
BGSU Judo Club practice Rm. 201 Hayes Hall, 4-6 p.m.
Russian Club film/coffee hours. Cap. Rm., Union, 7-11
p.m. Film title "The inspector General".

| Great Gifts For Him:

The Way meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 8 p.m.

I

University Performing Dancers meeting 6:30-6:30 p.m.
Rm. 302 Women's Bldg.
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kal practice session 7-9 p.m.
South Gym, Women's Bldg.
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St.,
2:00 p.m.
LOST AND FOUNO
LOST: Brown wallet, need
contents. Mike Hampton,
372-1570.

1 f. rmt. w/s qtr. $65/mo.
352*796.
Help need to
effic.
wtr/spr.
352-2479.

sub. turn.
$150/mo.

RIDES
Ride
avail.
to
Ft.
Lauderdale Dec. 12 thru 26.
B.T. 352-1265.
Ride needed for two to
NYC or Conn.. Dec. 17 or
18. Will help pay expenses.
Call 352-0641 eve.

This Week Special?
CREWNECK SWEATERS

HELP WANTED
Burger Chef now hiring day
& night help. Apply at
Burger Chef.

originally '18°° NOW 13"
gre>af color available

SUMMER JOBS. CEDAR
POINT
AMUSEMENT
PARK will interview for
summer jobs December 15
thru 19. 22, 23. 29. and 30
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Park
in
Sandusky.
No
appointment
necessary.
Representatives will also
visit the BGSU Campus
March 8 and 9. Interview
either time for a great
summer job.

Elligant Gifts For Hon
Blouses
Slacks
Gauze Tops
Sweater Coordinates

Jeans

SERVICES OFFERED

Pant Suits
Jean Skirts

I Flannel Shirts
Skirts
Shoes

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEtSSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.

SPECIAL
SALE RACK
Slacks- 10*'
Blouse's • 9**
Sweaters - 14**
AND MORE;

1
| OPEN

Oxford House

S Mon., Thurs..&Fri.
Of
till 9:00

518 E. WOOSTER ST.
Bowling Green Only

master chatgr

Tues., Wed & Sat
till 6.00

b
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Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
E mpa-Emotional
and
material
pregnancy
aid.
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.,
Thurs.,
6:30-930
p.m., 352-6236_
Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
WANTED
1 m. to sublet apt. Campus
Manor wtr. & spr. qtrs. Call
352*964.
F. rmte. wanted w. qtr. 6
rm. apt. Call 352-5495.
1 m. rmmte. for wtr. qtr.
close to campus. 352-7809.

Need 1 m. rmmte. 815
Fourth St. Apt. 7, after 5.
F. to sublease apt. close to
campus.
Prefer grad or
serious
student.
Call
3521719.
1,2. or 3 m. rmmtes. 851
Napolean
Rd..
No.39.
Cherry Hill.
Need 1 f. rmt. wtr. close to
campus. 353-6363.
M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others wtr/spr. qtr.
Good location. 352-6616.
1
f. to subls. Campus
Manor. Apt. wtr/spr. Ph.
352-5352.
2 m. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr/spr. 5th St. 352-6244.
Need 1 f. rmmte. for wtr.
qtr. 1976, must subl. Call
352-6470.
Need 1 f. rmmt. wtr. & spr.
qtrs.
Univ.
Vil.
Apts.
352-6660.
M. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr/spr. Furn. 352-8730.
2 f. rmates. W/S 352-0491
after 5. Cherry Hill Apts.
1 grad or serious student to
share large 2 bdrm. apt.
Close
to
campus
Call
Warren, 352-1948.
PERSONALS
Great gifts of the ORANGE
DOOR quality handcrafts of
usual charm. 352-0030.
Clothes patched, altered or
custom made, soft toys too,
at The Wheel.
THE
BROTHERS
OF
BETA THETA PI wish to
congratulate Chris Ragsdale
on his Ail-campus Handball
Championship.
Eddie - Let's do it again.
Love, Julie.
We're so

sorry

we forgot

Gift
Idea:
Poem
or
quotation head lettered in
your choice of styles. Call
1-257-2373.
PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
'76
yearbook now. Call The
Key, 2-0086.
We
service; motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers.
Dishop Motors. 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
GUYS AND GALS let the
Oxford House help you
with Christmas selections
and you take up to 30
DAYS TO PAY!!
Santa Claus suit for rent for
Christmas
parties.
372-4000.
Free puppies. Must find
good home. Ph. 352-0804
after 5 p.m.
X-mas trees, CHEAP, at
Sam B's. X-mas trees for
dorm or apt. CHEAP at Sam
B's.
Delta
Gamma
houseboy! For
372-2860.
Winter
Margins

needs
a
info call

Quarter
Prairie
Creative Reading.

MUSIC MAJORS: We buy
and sell used text and
method
books
at
THE
LITTLE
OLDE
MUSIC
SHOPPE. 138 N. Main.
10% sale on all plants!
Sunshine Cyclery, Ridge &
Thurstin.
Congratulations
Barb
&
Tom on your engagement.
Love. Karen & Sue.

Suede Jacket size 42 brand
new. cheap!. 2-3155. '
.
Juliette Stereo system.
mos. old. $100, 2-1681.

3

26" mens bike & girls bike.
$20 each. Call 352-3298.
MG
Midget good cond.
2000 or best. 3721437. 4-7
p.m.
Yamha rec. Risher spkrs.
P.E 3015 turntable starts
Dec. 1 thru 12 Call after 4
p.m. 352-2481.
Upright piano, $100 or best
offer.
Needs
tuning.
352-7386.
THE PLANT LADY IS
MOVING!
TO
102U N.
MAIN
ST.
(NEXT
TO
S.O.P.)
OPENING
FRI.
DEC. 5. OPENING DAY
HRS. 10-9. SPECIALIZING
IN
FERNS
&.
SUCCULENTS. ALSO PLANT
DOCTORING SERVICES &
PLANT BOARDING OVER
XMAS BREAK. 3521809.
REG. HRS. TUES. SAT.
10-6 . THUR. & FRI. TIL 9
p.m. WATCH FOR GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATION!
Bass guitar & amplifier $300
-352-7627.
Fender amp.
200 watt.
Twin reverb. Perfect cond.
See it. 352-3149.
Girls sire 10 ice skates. $9.
Excel, cond. 372-5876.
Boys 26" bike, 3 speed,
Reasonable. Call 352-6093.
Used, good condition.
FOR RENT
1' bdrm. apt.
352-7197.

downtown.

Unfurn. 1 bedrm. apt. $130.
352-1346.
*

Who's Who? Sue Stoll that's
who!
Congratulations on
your acceptance. We're so
proud of you. Your Sisters
in Delta Zeta.

Furn. 3 bdrm. home, ideal
location for wint. & spr
Call
352*152.
Must
sublease.

Earrings - Great Inexpensive
Christmas gifts. Call Denise
352-6093 (Feather & other
types)

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
APTS. 2 bdrm. furn. pfr.
students avail, wtr. & spr
qtr. 352-5301 or 352*164.

THE PLANT LADY IS
MOVING!
to
102vi N.
MAIN
ST.
(NEXT
TO
S.O.P.)
OPENING
FRI.
DEC. 5. OPENING DAY
HRS. 10-9. SPECIALIZING
IN
FERNS
&
SUCCULENTS' ALSO PLANT
DOCTORING SERVICES 4
PLANT BOARDING OVER
XMAS BREAK' 352-1809.
REG. HRS. TUES.-SAT.
10-6. THUR. & FRI. TIL 9
p.m. WATCH FOR GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATION!

Apts. for the fall 1976
school year, 520 E. Reed.
525 N. Enterprise. Call Al
New love, 353-7381.
Single
room
for
male
student. Near campus wtr
4 spr. qts. Ph. 352-7365.
Furn. eff. avail, win. & spr.
qtrs. Thurstin Manor Apts..
Unfurn. 2 bdrm., >n house
nice:
.175
&
»ktc'
352 1804 after 4.

FOR SALE

NV,EW
APA
S?£4
«TMENTS now renting l a, 2

Special Gifts for Special
people
crafted
at
the)
ORANGE DOOR 352-0030.

bdrm. apts. and effec. furn
or unfurn. ALL UTILITIES
PAID. Ph. 352-1195. 12-6
p.m. Moo. thru Fri.

'
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Glory came early for Taylor
By Mke Lesko

It was the very first game
of the 1972 college football
season and. through three
quarters of action. Bowling
Green and Purdue were
deadlocked. 14-14.
With 14:07 remaining in
the game, a virtually
unknown freshman stepped
onto the field to attempt
the game-winning field goal
for BG
He was not enrolled in
classes at the University yet.
Because his high school
team had extreme difficulty
advancing the hall anywhere
near the goal line, he had
missed all four of his field
goal tries and' honied just
thtec extra points during his
senior year.

He never had anyone
instruct him in the art of
kicking a football except his
father and he used to
practice by kicking through
goalposts set up in his front
yard.

accomplishments
are
lengthy enough to fill a
cookbook. Included arc BG
records for most points in a
career (199), most extra
points (100) and most field
goals (33). The previous BG
field goal standard was
seven.
His totals for points by'a
kicker and field goals are
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) records, as well as
his nine consecutive field
goals during his junior year.
Still, despite all his
achievements, he somehow
never received all-league
recognition. And. despite an
impressive career. Taylor's
final season at BG was not a
satisfying one for him
personally.
"I should have made

YET. AS a walk-on
candidate, he had impressed
the Falcon coaching staff so
much that they made him
their regular place kickci
And when his 29-yard
field goal sailed through the
uprights against Purdue,
giving Bowling Green its
most prestigious victory
ever. Don Taylor's cartel u
BG's finest kicker ever had
begun
Tayloi's excellence by no
means ended after the
Purdue game His list of

Gymnasts 'look good'
By 1 .mii Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

The prognosis for the
women's varsity gymnastics
team this season is looking
better
all
the
time,
according to second-year
coach Charles Simpson.
Simpson initiated his
coaching caret'i at Bowling
Gtecn last year by spurring
BG's gymnasts to a 6-2
season
and
runner-up
position in the Ohio State
championships. As second
place champs, last year's
team gave BG its first
gymnastics trophy.

Falcon place kicker Don Taylor is a study in agony during
Bowling Green's 20-17 loss to Miami in which Taylor missed a
I it-Id goal. Despite that miss, the Canton native finished his career
as the best kicker ever in Fakron annals. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Agony

Grapplers open season
at John Carroll invite
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

Bowling Green"s wrestlers
open their season Saturday.
Are the Falcons ready ?
Frankly, they're not.
Not many young teams
can be prepared to face two
powerhouses on the road in
an opener. But that's the
problem that Coach Bruce
Bollard's bunch will have to
tangle
with
against
Cincinnati and host John
Carroll.
John Carroll. NCAA
Division III national champs
last year, should clean
house, according to Bellard
•THEY'RE just as good
as they were last year," said
the Falcon tutor, "and head
and shoulders above us and
Cincy."
The Bearcats are no
softies either.
"They're
anticipating
their best season ever with
eight
lettermen back."
Bellard said.
BG will right back with a

ton of youth. Of the
probable starters, only two
are seniors. By weight class,
here are the probable
starters:
Jay Lilcs (118). Jerry
Thomas or Tim Mannelli
(126), letterman Bill Fra/ier
(134), senior letterman Joe
Kosch (142), letterman
Rick Kopf (150), Mark
Mayer (158). Marty Buynak
(167). Rick Shannon (177).
senior letterman Pat Welflc
(190) and Jeff Polhemus
(heavyweight).
It appears that BG'sweak
spot will be in the upper
weights. For instance in the
126-pound class, a dozen
grapplers are lighting for the
spot. But at 167 and 177.
there is only one man.
BELLARD
WILL
attempt to strengthen the
Falcons in the higher weight
classes with the addition of
football
players
Dan
Stokes, a center, is in the
process of shaking off an
injury to help out at
177-pounds.

Another
gnddcr
is
Polhemus. the heavy weight-250 pounds worth.
"We're making pretty
good progress." Bellard said.
"In fact, we're two weeks
ahead ol last year.
"Many freshman are
doing very well, but you
can't tell how good they arc
until they wrestle on the
collegiate level." he added.
ON THE SCHEDULE
-Next for the Falcons after
Saturday's triangular will be
a dual meet at Western
Michigan next Friday. Then
the local wrestlers will wait
until next year to open their
home season against Miami
(Jin. 10).
BG has three other dual
meets on the home schedule
this season.
Toledo invades a week
after Miami, Ohio Northern
is here on Feb. 11 and the
Falcons
close
their
campaign with defending
Mid-American Conference
champion, Ohio University
on Feb. 20.

YOUNG'S
GIFT & ART SHOP
156 N. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

"EXCEPT FOR one girl
we lost to giaduation. all
our regulars are hack (Ins
year," Simpson said. "We
also have five or six new
girls and I'm trying to give
them as much of a chance
to compete as possible."
Karen Glenn, a strong
performer last year, has
been named captain of this
year's team. The sophomore
from Medina placed thud in
the state last year in
all-around competition with
29.65 points.

Joining Glenn are Candy
Suchccki. who scored high
on the uneven bars last year.
Nancy Thoin. Marty Wacker
and Terry Biown.
"Marty was our number
one vaullcr and we expect
great things from her this
year." Simpson said "Terry
is coming along very nicely
on the balance beam.
"All
the girls have
improved and we're in much
better shape and condition
routine-wise." he added.
"I'd say we're a month
ahead of where we were |W
yeat."
SIMPSON
NAMED
Kathy Gavin (balance beam)
and Malia May as the
newcomers to watch tins
season.
"I expect some of our
freshmen to contribute a
lot." he said.
The Falcon gymnasts
open then season against
Ball State at 11 a.m.
Saturday in the North Gym
of the Women's Building.
BG edged the Cardinal! last
year.'*«.1-6»».80.
~"WE'RE

following

i

a

White Mltirt*. colored with trim. Reg. $2.60
Irregular Shirts. Reg $2.25
Ac* Tennis Balls. Rag. $ 1.95
Pro Stocking Cops. Reg. $2.95
Chemold Tennis Racket. Reg. $5.95
00

*2

in the
world.

»4

GIFT ITEMS

Ski Cloves S Mittens, youth S adult sixes. Reg. $8.00
Sherwood PMP Hockey Stick. Reg. $7.95
Northland Custom Pro Stick. Reg. $6.95
King Ventilated Nylon Jerseys. Reg. $5.95
Penn Center Court Women's Tennis Shoes.
Reg. $8.95 S $11.95
$ 00

6

Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73
countries around the world. (That's a pretty big family )
Bui that's what the Salesians ol St. John Bosco are all
about - a large family of community-minded men dedicated
to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
pnesl and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priesl who brought youth back from the streets — and
back to God. •
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family spirit.
The ideals of SI, John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on \r boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians This <s the way he wanted it. This is the way it is,
The Salesian experience isn't learned — it's lived.

or ST. JOHN BOSCO
Fllora Lane. Waal Havaratraw. N Y. 10M3 I

CHRISTMAS CARDS

GIFT IDEAS

Sport Wall Plaques. Reg. $9.95
Seamco Leather Footballs. Reg. $11.95
Swim Star Women's Tank Suits. Reg. $9.95
Bobbie Brooks Swim Suits. Reg. $18 to $19
$ 00

8

i
i
!

1
1

GIFT IDEAS

Seamco '".TA'i'lT" Basketballs. Reg. $12.50
Seamco Table Tennis Sets. Reg. $ 11.95 i. $ 14.95
Penn Volleyball. Reg. $11.95
Butwin Nylon Lined Windbreaker. Reg. $13.95
00

MO

GIFT IDEAS

Patrick Competition Shoes. Reg. $24.95
Converse Tennis Shoes. Men's 8 women's. Reg. $15.95
Pro-Ked Suede Shoes. Reg. $19.951 $20.95
Adidas Americana Hitop Basketball Shoes. Reg. $19.60
Assorted Close-Out Shoes. Reg. $15 to $30
Imprint, Lined Windbreakers, youth S adult sixes.

*15

GIFT IDEAS

Dexter Golf Shoes. Reg. $29.00
Riedell Hockey Skotes. Reg. $27.50
Dunlap Tennis Racket. Reg. $34.00
Riedell Men's Figure Skates. Reg. $33.95
SALE PRICES GOOD NOVEMBER 28th
THROUGH DECEMBER 6th

Stuck on Ideas —Give A Gift Certificate
C4t>_
CoMat* Allandln

.»•-

The

Locker Room
SPORTING GOODS

Something ft

I
!
!

Reg. $13.95 f

00

I am Inlaraalad In lha Pnaatnood G Brotherhood Q

CHRISTMAS WRAP

GIFT ITEMS

Johnson Hockey Elbow Pods. Reg. $3.80-55.20
Sherwood Mohawk Curv. Reg. $3.00
Cosom Batting Tee & Ball. Reg. $5.00
Dunlop Tennis Balls. Reg. $2.95
,c

amily

Salesians

'THE KICK against OU
was the high point of my
career." Taylor said "It was
a win or lose situation with
just a few seconds left.
That's an accomplishment
to me because of all the
pressure."
Following
graduation.
Taylor plans to try out with
a pro team.
"I thought that if I had a
good year this season. I
might have been drafted,
but I don't think there's too
much chance now. I'll jusl
pick the team where I have
the best chance," he said.
Taylor making it as a pro
kicker might not be as
unlikely as some people
might believe. Stranger
things
have
happened.
Remember the unknown
freshman kicker at the
BG-Purdue game four years
ago?

Clearance Sale

Join
he third
biggest

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
Father Joseph. 8.D.B. «oomA-?M

SCULPTURE

disgusted with myself when
I missed it. I don't think I
ever let the coaches down in
a tight situation except that
day against Miami." be
added. "I usually don't
show my emotions, but that
was something
I just
couldn't hold back. For
about 15 or 20 minutes
after the game I was
incoherent. I didn't hear or
see anybody."
For a performer of
Taylor's caliber, the Miami
game was not the proper
way to conclude a playing
career. Perhaps a more
fitting ending came two
weeks later, when he drilled
a 34-yard field goal with
four seconds remaining to
give the Falcons a 19-17 win
over Ohio University.

M00 GIFT ITEMS

FRAMED PICTURES
PRINTS

whole new set of rules, so
we'll have to sec how our
girls will do." Simpson said.
"Ball State has a new coach
(his year, so I assume their
team will be stronger.
• "I feel we'll score well
this season, though, and I
think we have a good
chance of repealing as the
number two team in the
state." he added
Simpson said defending
state champion Kent State
University is still loo strong
to be knocked out of that
position this year.
"But with the material I
have now and with our
improving program. I think
we'll be pushing Kent
within the next year or
two." he said

some of the field goals I
missed." he explained. "I
don't like to miss extra
points and I missed a few of
those, loo.
"I WISH I knew why I
didn'i do as well. Maybe it
was just the law of averages.
I had three fairly decent
years and maybe I was due
for a bad one. I didn't
change anything different.
That's just the way it
worked out." he added.
Taylor also said he
wondeis how well he would
have done if he had been
tutored by a kicking coach.
After falling into a slump
early in his junior year, he
watched different kickers
and. after picking up various
information on his own.
changed his style and ended
the slump.
"Everyone else has a
coach,"
he
said.
"Sometimes it was nice not
having one but, then again. I
think it hurt me There was
never a specific practice
plan for me. It was up to
my discretion how long I
wanted to kick. I just wish I
would have had someone
who really knew about
kicking."
Does Taylor believe he
unfairly was made the
scapegoat following the
setback against Miami this
year?
"No." he responded
"Thcic were four or five
keys plays in the game. If I
had made it (the field goal
attempt
just
before
halftime) and our defense
would have held them, we
I would have beat (hem
' That's what bothers me.
"!
WAS
REALLY

it list!
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Wittenberg whips Falcons in cage opener
By Dick Ren
Sports Editor
The debut was anything but impressive.
In fact, the Falcon cagers. in losing then home opener
for the first time since the 196445 season, didn't do many
things right in last night's
'.'Mi loss inflicted by
Wittenberg.
A crowd of 1.021 turned out at Anderson Arena, but
most went away unsatisfied
with the relatively new and
inexperienced squad.
Besides fighting an obvious case of first-game jitters, the
Bowling Green team shot poorly and failed to command
the boards as Wittenberg rang up its second straight season
win.
"I THINK THE nervousness had an effect on us." head
coach Pat Haley said, evaluating the losing effort. "A lot of
players were light, and they just had the jitters.
"We did a poor job defensively, our shooting was not
good and we never established our inside game." he added.

The
Tigers
established
the
tempo
of
the
game-deliberate-in the early going and never let the
Falcons change their plans.
Passing with effectiveness and never ceasing to run their
patterns, the Tigers waited patiently for good shots and
utilized the talents of guards Tom Dunn and Skip Freeman
to squelch BG's bid for its first win.
FREEMAN NOTCHED 25 points and backcourt mate
Dunn hooped 20 to pace the Wittenberg triumph.
The Falcons, meanwhile, got balanced scoring, topped by
Tommy Harris' I 3 markers and Dan Hipsher's 12 tallies.
h was BG's inability to mount any kind of an offensive
threat in the first 20 minutes that led to its demise.
"Our offense was bad enough that it hurl our defense,"
Hacly said, "because we're playing catch-up basketball all
night.
"The reason that ihcy (Wiltenberg) went to the (foul)
line more than we did was because we had to go after the
ball." the Falcon coach added
The Tigers were a respeclable 26 of 46 from the floor,

but cashed in on 20 of 27 free throws. BG made only 20 of
67 from the field, but only went to the line ten times,
converting six.
WITTENBERG TOOK an early lead of 14-6, only to
have the local hoopsters come back to take a 19-18 edge at
the 6:43 mark of the first half.
But the Tigers proceeded to outscore BG, 16-6, before
intermission to take a 34-25 margin.
FREEMAN, WHO HAD 13 first half points, got seven of
them during that late first half splurge.
In the second half, Dunn took over the scoring burden
and hit some key jumpers in addition to handling the ball
flawlessly.

•••

The Falcon JV's recorded their first win last night with
an 82-77 win over Frisch's. Clarence Jackson, 6-6 freshman,
scored 22 points and ripped down 25 rebounds to lead the
BG triumph.

f
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Thomas huge on XD'
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
Speed and determination
are the two best things
going tor Falcon hockey
defenseman Tom Thomas.
If it weren't for those two
credentials,
he
probably
would not be starting, let
alone be in the BG line-up.
His size is his biggest
hinderance and the St.Clair
Shores, Mich, native doesn't
lie aboul his height. "I don'l
care. I'm 5-8 exactly," he
said.
Thomas
doesn't
gloal
aboul his small stature. It
was hard at first 10 prove his
ability al defense, according
Rugged defenseman Tom Thomas has overcome his small stature
to grab a starting birth in the Falcon line-up. Thomas, a 5-8
sophomore credits speed and determination for his ability to start
for the nationally-ranked BG icers. (Newsphoto by Steve Ancik)

to Thomas.
"WHEN COACH (Mason)
recruited me, he wanted me
to play center because he
thought I was too small to
be
a
defenseman," the

175-pound sophomore said.
"I told him I couldn't play
center, but I had to prove
myself.
I went
to his
, summer camp and tried
defense and it pleased him."
Thomas has fit well into
Mason's defensive pairings
this year. With a whole new
crop of freshmen, the BG
coach mixed and matched
and has come up with four
sets of talented defensemen.
Although Thomas and his
cohort Ken Morrow have
done a rcspectiblc job this
year, the size match-up
looks more like David and
Goliath.
"We look like a giant and
a
midget
out
there."
Thomas said of he and his
6-4 freshman partner. "He's
(Morrow) pretty good. He
plays like a veteran," he
added,
praising
his
line-mate.

BOTH
THOMAS
and
Morrow have fil in with
Mason's
"scoring
defensmen"
philosophy.
Thomas
ranks
third, in
scoring among defensmen
with one goal and four
assists, while Morrow has
two goals and two assists.
Sophomore John Mavity
and senior tri-captain Kevin
Macdonald. however, have
been dynamic, scoring 12
and 10 points respectively
and ranking high in learn
scoring.
"Mavity is a great player.
He has an accurate shot,"
Thomas
said.
"But
our
defense is first. I've golten
points and I like to score.
but as long as I'm playing
defense and doing the best I
can, I'm satisfied with that.
I'm more happy with a
shutout," he added.

Success
and
excellent
recruiting go hand in hand
and
the
Falcon hockey
squad is winning proof of
that premise.
Since
the
freshman
eligibility
rule
was
implemented
in
1972.
first -yea i
performers
throughout the nation-have
made key contributions to
their squads and the BG
skaters have utilised then
yearlings as well as anyone.
For instance,
lake lasi
year's Falcon freshman crop
as an example.
COACH RON Mason's
first recruiting group played
a major role in the team's
23-10-2 season mark and
ten-week national ranking,
Freshmen accounted for
84 of the 200 goals scored
during last year's campaign
In addition, rookie center
Dave EUutOfl seas icwarded
for his leadership abihlies
by being named one of this
season's tn-capiains.
"Last year, we felt we
had the bcsl tieshmcn class
in the country." Mason said.
You'll
receive
no

first-yeai skaieis weie asked

Douglass

to step in from the opening
faceoff a month ago and fill
III the ranks.

action at defense and the
roomales were paired for
one game each againsi RPI.

WITH THE aid of the
freshmen, the Falcons have
survived meligihilily and an
early injury crisis to shool
off to theii best start in Ihe
team's six-year existence.
Only a conlroversial loss
to RPI in its last outing
mars a tvl
record and
seventh
place
national
(KBIL • St. Louis) ranking
for the BG ken
"It's si ill a bit early in the
season
lo
loll whal
a
difference
the
freshmen
have made." Mason said,
"but we graduated some
fancy
seniors
and
the
freshmen have helped to
lake up where ihev lett

off."
The BG inenlor said that
the freshmen have added a
new dimension to the squad
this year.
OF THE BG
tieshinen
presently on BG's 23-man
totter, Mason said six have

argument from this corner
on thai claim, coach, but
what aboul
this year's
newcomers?
Last year's freshmen had

demonstrated that they can
play collegiate hockey.
Ken Morrow, a Flint,
Mich
product who saw
action with Detroit Ji. Red
Wings last year, has been a
defensive
stalwart
throughoui
the
early
portion of the campaign.

the pleasure of
eight seniors and a
talent, but this
edition
was
a
force.
Mason's largest

"Morrow is big at 0-4 and
he lugs the puck well in the
HUM, Mason said. "He also
hits when he has to hit. Ken
is one of OUl top freshmen."
Ron Lo/.on and Steve

inheriting
wealth of
season's
depleted
group of

»n *w mm mmWm wm PI* aFI* »w
Guitar and Recorder

SALE
PRICES REDUCED
30-50%
LITTLE OLDE MUSIC SHOPPE
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also

have

seen

After suffering through a
three-week
battle
with
moiioniicleosis and a line
change, center Mark Wells
has
ict in ned
to
Ihe
"orange" line to anchor
fellow
freshmen
Bruce
Newton and John Markcll.
Wells, who cenleicd for
Rich Nagai and Tom Esper
duriue. ihe CUtfkson series, is
tied for liiili in the team
scoring race al nine points
with linemate Markcll and
two Others. "He (Wells)
handles himself well for a
first year guy," Mason said.
"He's good enough to play
on l he power play and
possesses
super
skating
ability and puck handling.
Bui he needs lo improve on
his strength."
MARKELL

ALSO

experienced
injury
problems.
The
5-10,
172-pound froth bypassed
the Clarkson series with a
knee ailment but played a

ABORTION
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piomiiienl role in the 6-2
CCIIA opening win over
Western Michigan
After a switch to the
"red" line in the second
period, Markell notched the
eventual winning goal and a
pair of assists.
Forward Bruce Newton,
one end of the Falcons' lone
brother combination, has
played both wing positions
on two different lines and
finally has found a home
with
his
first-year
counterparts. He shows two
goals and five assists while
playing in all seven games.
Bruce suffered an eye
injury in the opening period
of the second RPI contest.
but is scheduled to start
against Wilfred Lauricr.
"The
Wells-Market!Newton line has played well
when together," Mason said.
"Had Bruce nol got hurt, it

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat & air
Laundry fac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
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NEWTON,

who

started the season as the
"red" line center, saw his
first game action against
RPI and responded with a
goal and two assists. The
Uxbtidgc, Out. native sat
out the season's first five
games
waiting
for
an
eligibility ruling from Ihe
NCAA.
"Tom's coming along."
Mason siad. "but I don't
think we'll see the best out

everyone's improving
you're standing si ill

"Titanic has filled in on a
proficient scoring line this
year." Mason said.
Wilh
ihe
addition of
• center
Dan Gagner, the

of him until January He
took five games off. When
you're not on a regular line.

freshmen could make or
break the Falcons' season.
And judging from the early
returns,
they're off to
anything but an icy start.

BG NEWS
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Here is my ad. I enclose S
.SO per line. Two line minimum. Approximately
25 spaces in a line.
Please run my ad on

FINEST FACILITIES AND

Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING

FOR FALL

FOR FULLY FURNISHED ARTS
Buckeye Hiiuse 649 Glh Si
Bnchwniirl Place fiSO Glh St.
Piedmont Apts on 8th St.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Ottica Hra 9-12 indM

352 9378

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
CHRISTMAS
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time. '
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays.
Anytime Go Greyhound

GREYHOUND SERVICE
ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

TO

SAME

COLUMBUS 8.70
CLEVELAND 9.65
CINCINNATI 13.05
CANTON
13.05

16.55
18.35
24.80
24.80

YOU
ARRIVE

5:35p.m. 8:55pm
4:00p.m. 7:50pm
5:00p.m. 10:15p.m
4:00p.m. 9:00p.m.

Ask vour aoent aboul additional departures and return tnpj.

CITY. STA TK, ZIP.
PHOSE
SOC. SEC. XO.

Call Collect

800-3621205
24 HOUR SERVICE

tackle Chuck Benjamin, Ohio guard lid Madison. Miami
quarterback Sherman Smith, Miami running back Rob
Carpenter, Miami defensive tackle Jim Peuchi and Kent
State defensive back Cednc Blown

(published Tues., Wed.. Thurs., Fri.)

ADDRESS.
CLOSF. TO VOUFt AREA

Bowling Green center Sieve Studer was an honorable
mention pick on the Associated Press all-American football
team announced earlier this week.
Studer. a (>-0, 240-pound senior was named to Ihe first
team on the all Mid-Ainericin Conference (MAD squad this
year and has been selected to play in the basi-Wesl Shrine
Bowl in San Francisco in January.
Toledo's Gene Swick was the third team quarterback on
the AP squad and seven othei MAC players received

forward wall to date has
been left wing Paul Titanic.
The lanky junior A Standout
has hil for six points (2-4)
and
fit
in
nicely with
Imcmates
Mike
ll.inm.rn
and Jack Laine.

Starlingr Rale
Sl2. ,
I-2'l week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

and
and

slipping."
Probably
the
most
impressive newcomer on the
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Hampton House

might
have
made
Ihe
difference in the second RPI
game."

HM for Studer

honorable mention honors.
They weie Ohio receivei Mike Green, Miami offensive

Freshman add to icers success
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

Bowling Green captain Andre Richardson (IS) drives
the lane with the basketball as Wittenburg's Bob
Huebner (44) and Rick White (31) look on. The
Tsjers dealt BG a 72-60 season opening loss last night
in Anderson Arena. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)
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